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SCHOOL SONG
For it’s M.F.H. forever
Firm together stand
Come so true and faithful,
Stand at league
We’ll face the world so fearlessly
And through the days to follow
We’ll pledge our loyalty
For it’s M.F.H.
With all our might
We’ll fight for Victory
Go Get’em Mustangs!
FIGHT SONG
Cheer, Cheer for Old Marble High
We’ll do our best and never say die
For the purple and gold we’ll fight!
We’re gonna win this game tonight!
Whether the odds be great or small,
Old Marble High will win over all!
All you saints of M.F.H.
It’s onward to Victory
Go Get’em Mustangs!
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Marble Falls High School
2101 Mustang Drive
Marble Falls, TX 78654
830.693.4375

INTRODUCTION
Marble Falls High School is dedicated to providing an authentic, engaging educational experience that
prepares students for their future. With comprehensive curricula and inspiring teachers, students have
the opportunity to enter and complete an educational pathway that will not only prepare them for the
21st century, but also equip them to lead extraordinary lives.
Years of research and data support the notion that a good education directly benefits individual
students and society alike. Higher levels of education correlate to higher earnings for all racial/ethnic
groups and for both men and women. Higher levels of education correspond to lower levels of
unemployment and poverty, as well. A student’s high school career is the foundation for postsecondary education which translates into these benefits. Marble Falls High School delivers the
coursework and hands-on experiences for students to build this foundation.
The Marble Falls Course Catalog is designed to assist students in making informed decisions about
their high school program. Descriptions of courses, prerequisites, graduation requirements, and
endorsement plans are provided to help personalize the high school experience. Students are
encouraged to plan course selections carefully by partnering with their parents, counselors, and
teachers so that a viable four year plan can be created.

High School Administrators
Damon Adams
Kara Gasaway
Amy Koenig
Clark Fields

Principal
Assistant Principal
Assistant Principal
Assistant Principal

dadams@mfisd.txed.net
kgasaway@mfisd.txed.net
akoenig@mfisd.txed.net
cfields@mfisd.txed.net

High School Counseling Department
Students are assigned an academic counselor according to last name.

Janna Johnson
Kathy Craig
Amy Hudspeth

Counselor
Lead Counselor
Counselor

830-798-3593
830-798-3594
830-798-3595

jsjohnson@mfisd.txed.net
mcraig@mfisd.txed.net
ahudspeth@mfisd.txed.net
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GENERAL INFORMATION
I. Bell Schedule
Marble Falls High School currently offers eight instructional periods per day. The school year is divided into two
semesters.
II. Course Load
All students are expected to be enrolled in eight classes. With parental approval, fourth-year senior students with 21
or more credits may have off campus privileges. A student can enroll for one or two off campus class periods during
their senior year. Students cannot have two off periods and be enrolled as an office aide.
III. Attendance
Students must be in attendance a minimum of 90 percent of the days during a semester to receive credit for a
course. The State of Texas has provided a means of appeal for extenuating circumstances should a student’s
absences exceed the maximum allowed each semester. Please contact the assistant principals and the student
handbook for more detailed information.
IV. Drug Testing
All extra-curricular participants in grades 7 - 12 (male & female) will be subject to random drug testing. In addition,
any student who parks on campus will be subject to testing. The following activities are included but are not limited
to the drug testing policy:
Band
PALS
Baseball
Power Lifting
Basketball
Skills USA
Cheerleading
Soccer
Chess Team
Softball
Choir
Starlettes
Cross Country
Student Council
FFA
Tennis
FCCLA
Track
Football
UIL Academics
Golf
UIL Debate Team
HOSA
UIL Theater
Lovely Ladies
Volleyball
NHS
V. Extracurricular Activity Participation
A student may participate in extracurricular activities at the beginning of the school year only if the student has earned
the appropriate number of state credits.
Number of state credits in HS at
Number of years completed
beginning of school year
1
05
2
10
3
15
For more specific eligibility guidelines, please refer to the eligibility section in the student handbook.
VI. Early Graduation
Students who would like to complete high school in three years are given the opportunity through early graduation.
These three-year graduates will be classified as juniors during the fall semester and will be classified as seniors in the
spring semester. Students who would like to finish high school one semester early are given the opportunity through
mid-term graduation.
To be considered a three-year graduate or a mid-term graduate, an application must be obtained from the counselors’
office then completed and returned to the counselors’ office no later than the first day of the semester that is one year
prior to the student ’s graduation. Three-year graduates and mid-term graduates may participate in prom and
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graduation exercises. Three-year graduates will not qualify for senior privileges, such as early dismissal, late arrival,
office aide, and Homecoming King/Queen. Early graduates (three-year and December graduates) shall not be eligible
to be valedictorian or salutatorian. These early graduates shall be dually ranked with the four-year graduates. After
completing the ranking for the four-year graduates, the early graduates shall be ranked. A dual ranking shall be
created by placing the early graduates at the level they would have been placed if the District had one ranking list.
All December and three-year graduates who complete their last four semesters in the District and who are dually
ranked in the top ten percent, and students who did not attend the District’s high school the last four semesters and
rank in the top ten percent, shall not be listed as honor graduates. They shall, however, receive special recognition for
their academic achievements at graduation.
VII. Schedule Changes
It is very important that students and parents give careful consideration to course selection. The choices students
make on the course selection sheets determine the master schedule. The master schedule determines teacher
assignments. Though never perfect, it is designed to maximize student opportunities and minimize scheduling
conflicts. Changes in the master schedule may result from insufficient course enrollment or instructor availability.
During the course selection process, students should pay particular attention to alternate electives requests. To avoid
schedule conflicts, students may be placed in one or more of his/her alternate elective selections. In order to schedule
efficiently and effectively, student schedules will not be changed to accommodate a student’s preferred teachers, lunch
periods, or alternate electives unless a change of program occurs or students are misplaced. All schedule change
requests must be submitted to the student’s counselor by May 18th.
Corrections to student schedules will be considered during the first five class meeting days. Corrections will be
considered for the following reasons only: the student is a senior and does not have a course required for graduation,
the student does not have the prerequisites for a course, course credit was previously received (i.e. – through summer
school, correspondence courses, examination for acceleration, etc.), a data entry error was made by the school (i.e.- two
first period classes or a schedule that does not contain the full number of classes), student has been dismissed from a
program where approval must be granted for placement, or student has previously failed the course with the same
teacher.

Schedule change requests for reasons other than those listed will be considered only if a student is making a
change to a program. A request to drop a Pre-AP or AP course will only be considered during the fifth week of
school and at semester. Students may openly enroll in any of our Pre-AP/AP courses, after consideration of the scope
and level of work required in each course. Students in Pre-AP / AP courses must follow the schedule change process as
listed in the course catalog. Students who do not earn credit in the first semester of a year-long course MAY be placed
in an on-level class for the following semester, after an intervention process is put in place by the teacher, parent,
student and support staff.
VIII. Special Education Services
Each school has the responsibility for providing educational and related services to eligible students in the least
restrictive environment, and ensuring students with disabilities have the opportunity to participate in educational
programs and activities with students without disabilities to the extent appropriate. If a student has or is suspected
of having a disability and requires special services, parents, teachers, administrators, or any other district employee
should contact a campus counselor for information concerning the special education referral process.
The school district curriculum enables each student with disabilities to acquire knowledge and skills in the basic areas
of learning to commensurate with the student’s needs and abilities. These skills may be attained in the general
program of instruction or through special education modification or instruction and related services, as determined
by the Admission, Review, and Dismissal (ARD) committee. Students with disabilities shall have available an
instructional day that commensurate with that of students without disabilities. The ARD committee shall determine
the appropriate instructional setting for each student, and these shall be specified in the student’s Individual
Educational Plan (IEP).
The secondary program of a student receiving special education services shall terminate either with graduation or
when the student no longer meets the age requirement for eligibility. Graduation constitutes a release from services
and is a change in placement.
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IX. Section 504 Services
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act prohibits discrimination and assures that disabled students have educational
opportunities and benefits equal to those provided to non-disabled students. Eligible students have, have a record of,
or are regarded as having a physical or mental impairment which substantially limits one or more major life activities,
including functions such as learning, self-care, walking, seeing, hearing, speaking, breathing, working, and performing
manual tasks. In order to receive services, even if the students have physical or mental impairment, there must
be substantial limitation on a major life activity, such as a serious problem requiring accommodation within the
school. If a student has or is suspected of having a disability or requires special services, parents, teachers,
administrators, or any other district employee should contact the campus counselor for information concerning
available services.
X. Gifted and Talented Program
Students identified as gifted and talented will be encouraged to take Pre-AP courses, Advanced Placement courses,
and/or Dual Credit courses. Parents can request for their student to be tested in order to be identified as Gifted and
Talented. Applications are available in the counseling office.

REQUIRED HIGH SCHOOL ASSESSMENTS FOR GRADUATION
The STAAR program includes annual end-of- course assessments for English I, English II, Algebra
I, Biology, and U.S history. These assessments demonstrate the competencies associated with the
learning of the state-mandated curriculum, the TEKS. STAAR EOC testing takes place in April and
May. Retest opportunities will be available during the summer, fall, and spring administrations.

COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS PROGRAM
I. Dual Credit Courses
Dual credit courses provide students the opportunity to earn high school credit and college credit. Students must pass
the Texas Success Initiative Assessment (TSI) or meet the requirements of the Texas Success Initiative before they
can enroll in dual credit courses. Students must pay tuition and purchase textbooks for their dual credit courses per
semester (Fall and Spring). Students will be informed of the courses offered and the enrollment period during high
school pre-registration. Dual credit courses are weighted courses for GPA calculation.
II. Pre-AP and AP Classes
Pre-Advanced Placement (Pre-AP) and Advanced Placement (AP) courses are available in many content areas. Some
of these courses require outside reading and assignments. Students who participate in AP and/or Pre-AP courses are
ultimately given the responsibility to reason, analyze, and understand for themselves. Such intellectual training
inevitably helps them succeed in college, where these skills are essential. AP courses are taught at a college level.
All students who request a Pre-AP or AP course will be required to complete a Pre-AP/AP Contract as part of the
course registration process. Some AP courses may require summer assignments.
When required, summer assignments for AP courses will be provided to students prior to leaving for summer break.
A reminder about the summer assignment will be distributed via email to the students on one occasion during the
summer. Students who enroll during the summer months will be informed through a counselor. Students will
receive a grading rubric at the time that the assignment is given. These assignments are available on the MFHS website.
III. AP Exams for College Credit
Students enrolled in or completed Advanced Placement (AP) courses are encouraged to take the College Board
Advanced Placement Exams that are administered at Marble Fall High School in May. The student must sign up in
advance to take the exams. Financial assistance is available. Most colleges and universities award credit to students
with scores of 3, 4, or 5 on AP exams. Students are encouraged to check with admittance offices of college and
universities they are interested in attending to verify the type of credit awarded for AP exam.
IV. Correspondence Courses
A student may complete high school course requirements by successfully completing correspondence courses through
approved sources. Students should contact their counselor for information.
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V. Credit by Examination for Credit Recovery
To be eligible to earn credit by examination, a student shall have had prior instruction in the subject or course, as
determined by the District based on a review of the student’s educational records. On approval of the attendance
committee, a student who has excessive absences may be permitted to earn or regain course credit through credit by
examination. Credit by examination shall not be used to gain eligibility for participation in extracurricular activities.
To receive credit, students shall score a grade of 70 or above on the examination. There may be a fee for these
examinations. Students who wish to take credit by examination for credit recovery should see their counselor for
approval.
The principal or designee or attendance committee, as applicable, shall have authority to offer a student the
opportunity to demonstrate mastery in a subject or to earn credit for a course through CBE when the student has
had prior instruction in the course and when:
the student is enrolling in the District from a non-accredited school,
the student has failed a subject or course,
the student has earned a passing grade in a subject or course but has failed to earn credit because of
excessive absences.
An appropriate District employee shall review the student’s educational records to determine whether the student
has had prior instruction in the course. Students may contact their counselor for more information regarding CBEs
for students with and without prior instruction.
VI. Credit by Examination for Acceleration
Students who wish to earn credit for a course in which they have had no prior formal instruction may test through
exam for acceleration. Examinations are criterion referenced tests from Texas Tech University or University of Texas.
Students must demonstrate 80% or higher mastery on each semester exam in order to earn credit for the course.
Students are encouraged to review course study guides on university websites.
NOTE: Due to changes in exams for acceleration, (§74.24 of TAC), an EOC assessed course must now be validated to
meet more rigorous requirements. Since there are no CBEs for EOC tested courses that have met validation criteria,
Marble Falls ISD cannot offer CBEs for EOC tested courses at this time.
VII. Career and Technical Education (CTE)
Marble Falls ISD offers Career and Technical Education courses as well as traditional core courses. Students should
create a balanced four-year plan that includes the best of both CTE courses and core courses. Enrollment in CTE
courses is open to all qualified students without regard to race, color, creed, religious affiliation, sex gender, or
handicapping conditions. Each student enrolled in a CTE course shall have the opportunity to participate in a student
leadership training organization appropriate to the course in which he/she is enrolled.
VIII. Preliminary SAT/National Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test (PSAT/NMSQT)
The PSAT/MNSQT is a “practice” test for the SAT. It provides students the opportunity to become familiar with the
test format and the types of questions seen on the SAT. By taking the PSAT/NMSQT and meeting other requirements,
students may have the opportunity to compete for recognition and scholarships through the National Merit
Scholarship Program as well as other scholarships. Score reports are provided to each student from the AP College
Board that show AP courses that might be of interest to the student.
The PSAT/NMSQT is a three-hour test administered once a year, free of charge, to juniors. The test is given during the
school day. Freshman and sophomores may also sign up with their counselor to take the PSAT. Freshman and
sophomore students will be required to pay a fee at the time of registration for the test.
IX. College Entrance Testing – ACT and SAT
The ACT and SAT are college entrance exams. Both are administered at Marble Falls High School during the school
year. Tested content areas and dates of administration are set by the companies that create the exams. Students are
encouraged to visit www.collegeboard.org or www.act.org for more information. Students may qualify for financial
assistance for fees charged to take the tests. Counselors can provide information regarding these qualifications.
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X. Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB)
The ASVAB is a comprehensive career exploration and planning program that includes a multiple aptitude test battery,
an interest inventory, and various career planning tools designed to help students explore the world of work. This will
be administered to students each year, during school hours, at no cost. Students must sign-up in advance in the counseling
office.
XI. Texas Success Initiative (TSI)
Students must be in compliance with the Texas Success Initiative (TSI), (Texas Education Code §51.3062) to enroll in
Texas public institutions of higher education. The law requires all entering college students be assessed for college
readiness in reading, writing, and math unless the student qualifies for an exemption or demonstrates college
readiness through successful completion of college-level coursework. Some students may be exempt from taking the
TSI based on ACT, SAT, or state assessment scores (see below). Marble Falls High School will offer the TSI to all junior
students in the Spring semester free of charge. Students are encouraged to speak to their counselor regarding sign up
for the TSI. Because dual credit courses give students college credit, students who plan to take dual credit courses are
required to take and pass the TSI assessment prior to attending a dual credit course, unless they meet one of the
exemptions. The following scores will exempt a student from a portion or the entire TSI requirement:
ACT - Composite score of 23 or higher on ACT with at least a 19 on the English test and at least 19 on the
math section.
SAT - Combined critical reading and math score of 1070 with a minimum of 500 on the verbal test and a
minimum of 500 on the math test for tests taken prior to March 2016.
New SAT – Minimum score of 530 on the math section and a minimum score of 480 on the EvidenceBased Reading and Writing (EBRW) for tests taken March 5, 2016 or later.
See Texas Administrative Code: Title 19, Part 1, Chapter 4, Subchapter C, rule 4.54 for more information regarding
exemptions from the TSI.

MARBLE FALLS HS GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
I. High School Graduation Plans
MFISD has graduation plans to serve the needs of all students. Since entrance requirements vary greatly from college
to college and employers have varying needs and requirements, students should carefully consider high school course
selections and investigate post-secondary entrance requirements before selecting their graduation plan. Research has
consistently shown that students who take more challenging courses in math and science while participating in
advanced programs in high school are more likely to be successful in post-secondary education. In addition, students
in MFISD are strongly encouraged to complete an endorsement as designated in Texas HB 5.
II. Foundation High School Program with Endorsement
A student may earn an endorsement on the student’s transcript by successfully completing curriculum requirements
for that endorsement adopted by the State Board of Education and the Marble Falls ISD Board of Trustees. The
curriculum requirements for earning an endorsement require a student to meet and exceed the Foundation Plan and
successfully completing the following:
The curriculum requirements for one or more Endorsement(s) to include a coherent sequence of courses
that are content specific to the chosen endorsement in the following categories: Arts and Humanities,
Business & Industry, Public Service, STEM, and Multidisciplinary Studies.
Additional coursework to include:
o One additional approved mathematics course (for a total of four math credits)
o One additional approved science course (for a total of four science credits)
III. Distinguished Level of Achievement Program
Everything that is included in the Foundation High School Program with Endorsement is also included in the
Distinguished Level of Achievement Program. In addition, the student must complete Algebra 2.
IV. Performance Acknowledgements
A student may earn a performance acknowledgment on the student’s transcript for outstanding performance in at
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least one of the following areas: dual credit courses; or bilingualism and biliteracy; or college AP test, or on the PSAT,
the ACT-Plan, the SAT, or the ACT; or earning a nationally or internationally recognized business or industry
certification or license. Additional information on performance acknowledgements appears later in this section.
V. Classification of Students
Students are classified based on academic achievement. A student who has not earned a passing grade of at least 70
will not earn credit for the course. Students will be classified at the beginning of the school year. Students will not be
reclassified during the school year, except in the case of junior graduates. These students will be reclassified in January
for graduation purposes.
Grade 9:
Grade 10:
Grade 11:
Grade 12:

0 to 5.5 credits
6.0 to 12.5 credits
13.0 to 19.5 credits
20.0 credits and 4th year in high school

VI. Credits for Graduation
State Credits
Regular courses provide instruction in all state mandated Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) and MFISD
adopted curriculum requirements. The TEKS identify what students should know and be able to do at every grade and
in every course. The State Board of Education has adopted the TEKS as the minimum curriculum for all Texas schools.
Local Credits
Additional units of credit on any of the Graduation Plans may be chosen from courses designated “local credit only.”
Examples of local credit are: Office Aide, EOC prep classes, and Math Lab.
Physical Education
Students in cheerleading (first year only), drill team (first year only), marching band (first semester only during the
first and second year), and athletics will earn credit toward the Physical Education requirement.
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MARBLE FALLS HS GRADUATION PLANS
For students who enter 9th grade during 2014-15 school year and beyond. This is optional
for students who entered 9th grade between the 2011-2014 school years.
Subject Area
English
Language
Arts

Foundation High School Program
4 credits
English I or English I for Speakers of Other Languages (ESL I)
English II or English II for Speakers of Other Languages (ESL II)
English III
English IV or College Prep English

3 credits
Mathematics
Science

Algebra I
Geometry
One additional math credit

3 credits
Biology and two additional science credits

3 credits
Social Studies
and Economics

World Geography (1 credit) or World History (1 credit)
US History (1 credit)
US Government (0.5 credit)
Economics (0.5 credit)

Languages Other 2 credits
Must be two levels in the same language
Than English
1 credit
Physical
Education
Fine Arts

(Students may earn up to 4.0 credits in Athletics toward state graduation requirements.)
Physical Education or approved substitute

1 credit

From any state-approved fine arts course in art, dance, band, choir, or theatre arts

Speech

0.5 credit

College Elective

0.5 credit

Electives

Communication Applications or Professional Communications
College and Career Choices (C3) – for class of 2018 and beyond

8 credits (4.0 credits may be local elective credits)
Local credits are denoted in the course descriptions that follow

TOTAL 26 CREDITS
Foundation High School Program with Endorsement
Students must complete an additional math and science credit and complete credit requirements towards an
Endorsement. Endorsement areas are as follows:
Arts & Humanities Business & Industry
-Social Studies
-Fine Arts
-Languages Other
Than English (LOTE)

Public Services

-Agriculture Sci
-Health Science
-Construction Technology -Human Services
-Arts, AV Tech &
Communication
-Business
-Info Tech
-Journalism
-Debate
-Hospitality & Tourism

STEM

-Engineering
-Adv. Math
-Adv. Science
-STEM Combo

Multidisciplinary

-Advanced courses
that prepare students
for the workforce or postsecondary education

TOTAL 28 CREDITS
Distinguished Level of Achievement
To earn the Distinguished Level of Achievement students must complete the Foundation High School Program
with Endorsement and Algebra 2.
TOTAL 28 CREDITS
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PERFORMANCE

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

A student may earn a performance acknowledgement for outstanding performance in/on one of the following:

Dual Credit
Courses

1. At least 12 hours
of college
academic
courses
(includes ATC
and locally
articulated
courses) with a
grade of 80 or
higher; or
2. An associate
degree while in
high school

Bilingualism and Bi-literacy

1. Complete all
English
Language Arts
(ELA)
requirements
and maintain a
minimum grade
average of 80:
and
2. Satisfy one of the
following:
· Complete
minimum of 3
credits in a
language other
than English
(LOTE) with a
minimum grade
average of 80;
or
· Demonstrate
proficiency in a
level IV LOTE
with a
minimum
grade average
of 80; or
· Complete at least 3
credits in
foundation
subject area in a
LOTE with a
minimum grade
average of 80;
or

AP Exam

· Proficiency in one
or more LOTE
by one of the
following: a
score of 3 or
higher on an AP
exam
3. In addition to
completing 1 &
2, an English
language learner
must also have:
· Participated in and
met the exit
criteria for a
bilingual or ESL
program; and
· Scored at the
Advanced High
Level on
TELPAS

A score of 3 or
above on a
College Board AP
exam

PSAT, PLAN,
SAT or ACT

1. A score on
PSAT/NMSQT
that qualifies the
student for
recognition by
College Board
and National
Merit
Scholarship
Qualifying Test;
or
2. College readiness
benchmark
score on at least
2 subject tests
on the ACTPlan/Aspire; or
3. Combined critical
reading and
math score of at
least 1250 on
the SAT; or
4. A composite score
of 28 on the ACT
(excluding the
writing sub
score)

A student may earn a performance acknowledgement for earning a nationally or internationally recognized business
or industry certification or license with one of the following:

Performance on an examination or series of
examinations sufficient to obtain a national or
internationally recognized business or industry
certification

Performance on an examination sufficient to
obtain a government required credential to
practice a profession
14

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
ENGLISH & LANGUAGE ARTS
ENGLISH
COURSE KEY
ENG1
ENG1Q
ENG2
ENG2Q
ENG3
ENG3AP
ENG3DC
ENGCP
ENG4AP
ENGDC
ESL1
ESL2

STATE ID#
03220100
03220100
03220200
03220200
03220300
A3220100
03220300
CP110100
A3220200
03220400
03200600
03200600

COURSE
English I
Pre-AP English I
English II
Pre-AP English II
English III
AP English III
Dual Credit English III
College Preparation English
AP English IV
Dual Credit English IV
ESL I
ESL 2

GRADE
9
9
10
10
11
11
11
12
12
12
9
10

CREDIT
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

English I
Prerequisites: None
In English I, students learn to apply their understandings of reading and writing processes to a variety of genres
including literary (poetry, drama, imaginative stories) and informational (expository and persuasive, with focus on
expository). Students will study both classic and contemporary texts with an emphasis on theme development,
characterization, creative non- fiction, and the relationships between classic texts and contemporary ideas. Through
the use of multiple learning and instructional strategies, students acquire not only the knowledge they need but also
the confidence in their own abilities to learn and to communicate effectively in real-world situations. This course
will require an End of Course Exam.
Pre-AP English I
Prerequisites: Pre-AP/AP Contract required to be signed by Parents/Guardian and Student
A summer project may be assigned for this course.
Pre-AP English I is designed for students who wish to have a more challenging and rigorous English I experience. In
addition to emphasis on areas listed above, Pre-AP English I students will be afforded opportunities to engage in
lengthier and more challenging reading and writing experience with more sophisticated levels of instruction and more
advanced skill work. Pre-AP English I students are self-directed, good time managers, and motivated. Students will
engage in literary analysis and creative research projects on their own time. Pre-AP English I prepares students for
AP English Literature and AP English Language. A summer project may be assigned in Pre-AP English I.
English II
Prerequisites: None
In English II, students learn to apply their understandings of reading and writing processes to a variety of genres
including literary (poetry, drama, imaginative stories) and informational (expository and persuasive, with an
emphasis on persuasive). Students will study both classic and contemporary texts with an emphasis on author’s
purpose and motivations, archetypal patterns, and critical lenses for text studies. Through the use of multiple learning
and instructional strategies, students will continue to acquire not only the knowledge they will need but also the
confidence in their own abilities to learn and to communicate effectively in real-world situations. This course will
require an End of Course Exam.
Pre-AP English II
Prerequisites: Pre-AP/AP Contract required to be signed by Parents/Guardian and Student
A summer project may be assigned for this course.
Pre-AP English II engages students in learning all the essential knowledge and skills of English II while providing
greater depth. This enhanced curriculum continues to build the tools necessary to succeed in AP English Language
and Literature classes. Summer reading is required to provide an avenue for Pre-AP students to both activate
15

academic skills during the summer and to launch academic progress at the beginning of the school year. Independent
reading in Pre-AP courses is structured to support students’ interaction with a text through the application of close
reading analysis with Pre-AP and AP reading.
English III
Prerequisites: None
In English III, students strengthen skills in reading analysis and communication. Students read and write on a daily
basis, engaging in activities that build on existing skills as they comprehend and analyze text, write in multiple modes,
research, listen, and speak. This course focuses on American fiction and nonfiction. Students research historical and
contemporary texts as they articulate the origins and impact of the ideas and realities of America. Students are
expected to articulate personal convictions and propose solutions to social issues. Writing in a variety of modes - personal
essays, opinions and editorials, credos, reflective self-evaluation, speeches, dramatic scripts, surveys, literary analysis,
and research projects - students expand their skills in communicating well through written language. Through the use of
multiple learning and instructional strategies, students acquire not only the knowledge they need but also the
confidence in their own abilities to learn and to communicate effectively in real-world situations.
AP English III (AP English Language and Composition)
Prerequisites: Pre-AP/AP Contract required to be signed by Parents/Guardian and Student. A
summer project may be assigned for this course.
The AP English Language and Composition course aligns to an introductory college-level rhetoric and writing
curriculum, which requires students to develop evidence-based analytic and argumentative essays that proceed
through several stages or drafts. Students evaluate, synthesize, and cite research to support their arguments.
Throughout the course, students develop a personal style by making appropriate grammatical choices. Additionally,
students read and analyze the rhetorical elements and their effects in non-fiction texts, including graphic images as
forms of text, from many disciplines and historical periods. AP English III Language and Composition students are selfdirected, good time managers, and highly motivated. This course is a college course taught in high school using college
texts. Students are encouraged to take the AP English Language and Composition exam for college credit. Summer
reading is required as an avenue for students to activate academic skills during the summer and to launch academic
progress at the beginning of the school year. AP English III Language and Composition is a college level course.
English IV
Prerequisites: None
In English IV, students strengthen skills in reading analysis and communication. Students read and write on a daily
basis, engaging in activities that build on existing skills as they comprehend and analyze text, write in multiple modes,
research, listen, and speak. This course capitalizes on the confidence and expertise students have gained as interpreters
and analyzers of texts by introducing them to multiple lenses through which to view text. English IV focuses on the
traditions and ideals of British Literature. Students are asked to broaden their understanding and their interpretive
skills by thinking deeply about themes and ideas from multiple perspectives. Students apply the theories of criticism to
their own reading and interpretation of both fiction and nonfiction texts. Through the use of multiple learning and
instructional strategies, students acquire not only the knowledge they need but also the confidence in their own abilities
to learn and to communicate effectively in real- world situations.
AP English IV (AP English Literature and Composition)
Prerequisites: Pre-AP/AP Contract required to be signed by Parents/Guardian and Student. A
summer project may be assigned for this course.
The AP English Literature and Composition course aligns to an introductory college-level literary analysis course. The
course engages students in the close reading and critical analysis of imaginative literature to deepen their
understanding of the ways writers use language to provide both meaning and pleasure. As they read, students
consider a work’s structure, style, and themes, as well as its use of figurative language, imagery, symbolism, and tone.
Writing assignments include expository, analytical, and argumentative essays that require students to analyze and
interpret literary works. AP English III Literature and Composition students are self-directed, good time managers,
and highly motivated. This course is a college course taught in high school using college texts. Students are
encouraged to take the AP English Literature and Composition exam for college credit. Summer reading is required to
provide an avenue for students to activate academic skills during the summer and to launch academic progress at the
beginning of the school year. AP English IV Literature and Composition is a college level course.
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College Preparation English
Prerequisites: Counselor Recommendation
The purpose of the College Readiness English Language Arts and Reading course is to provide high school students an
opportunity to gain and demonstrate the necessary college readiness skills to be successful in college-level, creditbearing courses without the need for remedial or developmental coursework. This course is designed for 12th grade
students whose English coursework, End of Course examinations in English, and college readiness examination scores
indicate that a student is not ready to perform entry-level college coursework in composition and literature. The
performance-based course integrates basic academic reading skills and basic writing skills and is designed to develop
students’ critical reading and academic writing skills through extensive instruction emphasizing skills in vocabulary,
grammar, comprehension, paragraph elements, essay structure, and critical analysis. Students will demonstrate
comprehension of varied texts through written responses, progressing from advanced paragraphs to well-developed,
academic essays. The course fulfills TSI requirements for reading and writing. Entry into this course requires
counselor recommendation, and may count for the fourth English Language Arts credit if the student is enrolled in the
Foundation Graduation Plan.
Dual Credit English III (Composition I)
Prerequisites: Appropriate TSI placement score met
Dual Credit English III is a study of the principles and techniques of written compositions including sentence structure,
paragraph development, and paper organization. The course also stresses the development of critical thinking as it
applies to the textual analysis of expository prose. Students must pass the Writing and Reading section of the TSI exam
or be exempt by SAT or ACT scores (see your counselor for exempt status). College- l counts for English III or IV.
Students can earn credit in ENGL 1301 and ENGL 1302.
Dual Credit English IV (Composition II)
Prerequisites: Appropriate TSI placement score met; Successful Completion of Composition I
Dual Credit English IV is a continuation of Dual Credit English III emphasizing in more depth the principles and
techniques of written compositions. Focus of compositions is on the development of critical thinking as it relates to
the textual analysis of literary genres: the short story, poetry, drama, and the novel. A formal research paper is
required.
SPEECH
COURSE KEY
PC
DEB1/2/3
DEB4

STATE ID#
13009900
03240600/700/800
03241200

COURSE
Professional Communications
Debate I/II/III
Independent Study in Speech

GRADE
9-12
9-12
12

CREDIT
0.5
1.0 Each
1.0

Professional Communications (.5 Credit)
Prerequisites: None
This course is required for graduation and develops the student’s ability to focus on communication skills. The following
areas of study are highlighted: vocal improvement, group interaction and problem solving, organization, listening skills,
general speech delivery, oral interpretation, persuasive speaking, informative speaking, and impromptu speaking.
Debate I, II, III
Prerequisites:
None
Students will be given an introduction to the principles and skill development of argumentation and debate. Emphasis
will be given to current issues, development of sound critical thinking and strengthening of communication skills.
Both C-X and L-D debate will be studied and explored. This course is recommended for all students participating
in UIL Speaking Events and Debate.
Independent Studies in Speech
Prerequisites: Debate III
Students will be expected to plan, draft, and complete written compositions on a regular basis. Students will be
expected to write in a variety of forms including personal, literary, and persuasive texts. Students will use writing,
reading and representing to create, clarify, critique, and express appreciation for others’ ideas and responses.
Independent Study students will evaluate their own written work as well as the work of others. Students will be
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expected to read extensively in increasingly difficult texts selected in multiple genres for a variety of purposes.
Students will be expected to use comprehension strategies to connect their knowledge of the world and the knowledge
they gather from other texts with text being read.

JOURNALISM
COURSE KEY
YBK1/2/3
YBIS

STATE ID#
03230110/20/30
03231000

COURSE
Yearbook I/II/III
Yearbook Independent Study

GRADE
9-12
12

CREDIT
1.0 Each
1.0

Yearbook I
Prerequisites: None
Yearbook is a course that specifically addresses the multifaceted needs of the yearbook student by introducing him/her
to all phases of yearbook production. Students will learn content around audience and function, theme development,
section development, reporting and writing, headlines, photos and captions, design, graphics. money matters and
distribution. Student performance-oriented activities will be required as part of the course. These activities have been
formulated to not only reinforce the theory of yearbook journalism, but to actually promote the production of the current
yearbook. Students enrolled in this course will be responsible for producing the school’s yearbook.
Yearbook II, III, and Yearbook Independent Study
Prerequisites: Application Required
Yearbook is a course that specifically addresses the multifaceted needs of the yearbook student by introducing him/her
to all phases of yearbook production. Students will learn content around audience and function, theme development,
section development, reporting and writing, headlines, photos and captions, design, graphics. money matters and
distribution. Student performance-oriented activities will be required as part of the course. These activities have been
formulated to not only reinforce the theory of yearbook journalism, but to actually promote the production of the current
yearbook. Students enrolled in this course will be responsible for producing the school’s yearbook. Students enrolled in
this course will be responsible for producing the school’s yearbook and will use the software programs Adobe
Photoshop, InDesign, and Illustrator. These software tools are used by professionals.

MATHEMATICS
COURSE KEY
ALG1
GEOM
GEOMQ
MMA
ALG2
ALG2Q
CPMTH
STATS
PCAL
PCALQ
CALAB
MTHDC
TATAP

STATE ID#
03100500
03100700
03100700
03102400
03100600
03100600
00000000
13016900
03101100
03101100
A3100101
03102500
A3100200

COURSE
Algebra I
Geometry
Pre-AP Geometry
Math Models and Applications (MMA)
Algebra II
Pre-AP Algebra II
College Prep Math
Statistics and Business Decision Making
Precalculus
Pre-AP Precalculus
AP Calculus AB
Dual Credit Math
AP Statistics

GRADE
9
9-10
9-10
10-12
10-12
10-12
12
11-12
11-12
11-12
11-12
11-12
11-12

CREDIT
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

Algebra I
Prerequisites: Grade 8 Mathematics (or its equivalent)
Algebra I students will learn about functional relationships through a problem solving lens that focuses on real-life
situations. Topics of study include, but are not limited to the following: linear functions, exponential functions, systems
of linear equations, systems of linear inequalities, quadratic functions, and real number computation. This course will
require an End of Course Exam.
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Geometry
Prerequisites: Algebra I
Geometry students will learn how shapes and figures describe and represent our environment when coupled with
algebra, geometric construction, and formal proof. Topics of study include, but are not limited to the following:
relationships in parallel and perpendicular lines, area and perimeter on the coordinate plane, volume and surface area
of three-dimensional solids, properties of triangles, similarity and congruence through transformations, an introduction
to trigonometry, and properties of quadrilaterals and circles. Students will also learn definitions, postulates, and
theorems that help describe geometric relationships. Students will also problem solve using area and volume,
trigonometry, probability, and similarity.
Pre-AP Geometry
Prerequisites: Algebra I and Pre-AP/AP Contract required to be signed by Parents/Guardian and Student
Pre-AP Geometry students will expand on concepts covered in regular Geometry with an intense focus on high level
application, problem solving, and higher order thinking processes. Students will also develop strategies that prepare
them for future Advanced Placement math courses. Students will be exposed to projects during the course of the year.
Mathematical Models with Applications (MMA)
Prerequisites: Algebra I (Should be taken prior to Algebra II).
Math Models provides a path for students to succeed in Algebra II. Students learn to apply mathematics through
experiences in personal finance, science, engineering, fine arts, and social sciences. Other topics students will learn about
include the following: budgeting, personal taxes, banking, loan amortizations, analyzing credit card options, home and
car finance, insurance rates, and investment options (stocks, bonds, annuities, retirement plans). Students will also
revisit some algebra and geometry concepts.
Algebra II
Prerequisites: Algebra I
Algebra II expands on the skills learned in Algebra I to prepare students for either Pre-Calculus or Pre-AP Pre-Calculus.
This course is taught with a functional approach which gives students a sound foundation for either technical or nontechnical degrees in college. Algebra II will include skills associated with linear, quadratic, square root, polynomial,
rational, exponential, logarithmic, cubic, and absolute value functions. Algebra II students will also study attributes of
these functions and their inverses as well as complex numbers.
Pre-AP Algebra II
Prerequisites: Algebra I and Pre-AP/AP Contract required to be signed by Parents/Guardian and Student
Pre-AP Algebra II expands on the concepts covered in regular Algebra II with an intense focus on high level application,
problem solving, and higher order thinking processes. This course will prepare students for Pre-Calculus or Pre-AP PreCalculus. Pre-AP Algebra II is taught with a functional approach which gives students a sound foundation for either
technical or non-technical degrees in college. Pre-AP Algebra II will include deep study of the same topics found in
regular Algebra II. Students will also develop strategies that prepare them for future Advanced Placement math courses.
Students will be expected to complete out of class assignments multiple times per week.
College Prep Math
Prerequisites: Algebra I and Geometry, Counselor Recommendation
The purpose of the College Prep Mathematics course is to provide high school students an opportunity to gain and
demonstrate the necessary college readiness skills in mathematics to be successful in college-level, credit-bearing
courses without the need for remedial or developmental coursework. This course is designed for 12th grade students
whose course work, End of Course examination in Algebra I, and college readiness examination scores indicate that a
student is not ready to perform entry-level college coursework in mathematics. This course focuses on the study of
relations and functions, inequalities, and algebraic expressions and equations including linear, polynomial, radical, and
rational functions. Students will use these functions to model, interpret, and justify mathematical ideas and concepts
using multiple representations. Entry into this course requires counselor recommendation.
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Statistics and Business Decision Making
Prerequisites: Algebra II
Students will use a variety of graphical and numerical techniques to analyze patterns and departures from patterns to
identify and manage risk that could influence an organization. Students will use probability as a tool for anticipating and
forecasting data within business models to make decisions. Students will determine the appropriateness of methods
used to collect data to ensure conclusions are valid. This course will not prepare you for the AP Statistics exam.
Pre-Calculus
Prerequisites: Geometry or Pre-AP Geometry; Algebra II or Pre-AP Algebra II
Pre-Calculus is a detailed study of the following functions: linear, quadratic, polynomial, rational, exponential,
logarithmic, and trigonometric. This course also covers sequences, series, vectors, conics, and introductory parametric
functions and polar functions. This course meets the minimum prerequisite requirement for AP Calculus AB. This course is
not recommended as a prerequisite for AP Calculus BC.
Pre-AP Pre-Calculus
Prerequisites: Geometry or Pre-AP Geometry; Algebra II or Pre-AP Algebra II; Pre-AP/AP Contract required to
be signed by Parents/Guardian and Student
Pre-AP Pre-Calculus expands on the concepts covered in regular Pre-Calculus. This course is fast paced and students will
require excellent algebraic and problem solving skills to be successful in this course. Students will also develop strategies
that prepare them for AP Calculus AB or AP Calculus BC. Students successful in Pre-AP Pre-Calculus must be organized,
committed, and eager to persevere due to the fast paced, abstract nature of the course. Students will be expected to
complete out of class assignments multiple times per week. This course is the recommended prerequisite requirement
for either AP Calculus AB or AP Calculus BC.
AP Calculus AB
Prerequisites: Pre-Calculus or Pre-AP Pre-Calculus; Pre-AP/AP Contract required to be signed by
Parents/Guardian and Student. A summer project may be assigned for this course.
AP Calculus AB covers advanced mathematical topics including elementary differential and integral calculus. This course
is approximately equivalent to a one-semester Calculus course at the college level. It is designed to prepare students for
the College Board Advanced Placement Exam. AP Calculus AB requires students to have strong Algebra and Pre-calculus
skills. Topics covered include limits and continuity, derivatives, applications of derivatives, definite and indefinite
integrals, applications of integrals, and differential equations. AP Calculus AB is a college level course.
Dual Credit Math (College Algebra & College Pre-Calculus)
Prerequisites: Appropriate TSI placement score met
Dual Credit Math (College Algebra) is the study of relations and functions, polynomial functions and equations of degree
higher than two, exponential and logarithmic functions and equations, matrices, and determinants, sequences and
series, the binomial theorem, and mathematical induction. This course meets the college core requirement and is
recommended for students planning to transfer to bachelor’s degree programs. Students must be highly motivated to
be successful in this course.
AP Statistics
Prerequisites: Algebra II or Pre-AP Algebra II; Pre-AP/AP Contract required to be signed by Parents/Guardian
and Student
This introductory course is to serve students preparing for any field who want to analyze statistical data or apply
statistical inference. Students will study elementary probability, estimation, descriptive statistics, measures of central
tendency, and hypothesis testing. This is an advanced placement course taught on the college level. The student should
expect to spend more time for daily preparation. Students can obtain college credit through satisfactory completion of
the advanced placement test. AP Statistics is a college level course.
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SCIENCE
COURSE KEY
IPC
BIO
BIOQ
BIOAP
BIODC
CHEM
CHEMQ
CHEMAP
MEDMIC
PATHO
PHYS
PHYAP1
PHYAP2
1AAS
1APSS
A&P
FOREN
5EDP
ENVSYS
ENVSCIAP

STATE ID#
03060201
03010200
03010200
A3010200
13037200
03040000
03040000
A3040000
13020700
13020800
03050000
A3050000
A3050004
13000700
13002100
13020600
13029500
13037300
03020000
A3020000

COURSE
Integrated Physics and Chemistry (IPC)
Biology
Pre-AP Biology
AP Biology
Dual Credit Biology
Chemistry
Pre-AP Chemistry
AP Chemistry
Medical Microbiology
Pathophysiology
Physics
AP Physics 1
AP Physics 2
Advanced Animal Science
Advanced Plant & Soil Science
Human Anatomy & Physiology
Forensics – CSI Marble Falls
Engineering Design & Problem Solving
Environmental Systems
AP Environmental Science

GRADE
9-11
9-10
9-10
11-12
11-12
10-12
10-12
11-12
10-12
10-12
9-12
11-12
11-12
11-12
11-12
11-12
11-12
12
11-12
11-12

CREDIT
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

Integrated Physics and Chemistry
Prerequisites: None
In Integrated Physics and Chemistry, students conduct laboratory and field investigations, use scientific methods during
investigation, and make informed decisions using critical thinking and scientific problem solving. This course integrates
the disciplines of physics and chemistry in the following topics: force, motion, energy, and matter.
Biology
Prerequisites:
None
Biology is a course designed around the study of living things. This course emphasizes a variety of topics such as
functions of cells and viruses; growth and development of organisms; cells, tissues and organs; nucleic acids and
genetics; biological evolution; taxonomy; metabolism and energy transfers in living organisms; ecosystems; living
systems; homeostasis; ecosystems; and plants and the environment. Manipulative laboratory skills, skills in acquiring
data, classification skills in ordering and sequencing data, and oral and written communication skills will be stressed in
this course. This course will require an End of Course Exam.
Pre-AP
Biology
Prerequisites: Pre-AP/AP Contract required to be signed by Parents/Guardian and Student
This course extends the biology concepts and TEKS with an emphasis on preparing students to take AP Biology. Pre-AP
Biology is a course designed for students exhibiting advanced achievement levels in the biological sciences. This
course shall exceed the content and depth of a standard Biology course both in the classroom and laboratory
experiences. Pre-AP Biology will strive for higher levels of learning; creative thinking, and critical evaluation tenets such
as analyzing, synthesizing, and formulating logical conclusions. This course will require an End of Course Exam.
AP
Biology
Prerequisites: Biology or Pre-AP Biology; Chemistry or Pre-AP Chemistry; Pre-AP/AP Contract required to be
signed by Parents/Guardian and Student
AP Biology is equivalent to a college freshman biology class. The curriculum is based on national standards set by The
College Board. The course is designed for students who want a greater depth of understanding of biological concepts
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and who want more extensive laboratory experience. Extensive lab work and individual readings will be required. The
class will also complete 8-13 required College Board labs. Topics to be covered include molecules and cells, genetics and
evolution, and organisms and populations. AP Biology is a college level course.
Dual Credit Biology
Prerequisites: Appropriate TSI placement score met
The student will perform college level work with laboratory exercises and a content-oriented course. Basic biochemistry,
cytology, and genetics will be included in the course as well as theoretical biology, botany, animals and ecology. Students
will be taking BIOL 1401 and BIOL 1402 for 8 hours of college credit.
Chemistry
Prerequisites: 1 credit of high school science; Algebra I
This course emphasizes a variety of topics that include: characteristics of matter, energy transformations during physical
and chemical changes; atomic structure; the periodic table of elements; behavior of gases; bonding; nuclear fusion and
nuclear fission; oxidation-reduction; chemical equations; solutes; properties of solutions; acids and bases; and
stoichiometric relationships. Chemistry is a course that is oriented toward college preparation and is grounded in a
laboratory approach to the study of the matter. Manipulative laboratory skills, skills in acquiring data, classification skills
in ordering and sequencing data, oral and written communication skills, along with career exploration will be stressed
in this course. Chemistry is a yearlong course.
Pre-AP Chemistry
Prerequisites: 1 credit of high school science; Algebra 1; Pre-AP/AP Contract required to be signed by
Parents/Guardian and Student
This course extends the chemistry concepts and TEKS with an emphasis on preparing students to take AP Chemistry.
Pre-AP Chemistry will be a lab-oriented course designed for students exhibiting advanced achievement levels in the
chemical sciences. This course shall exceed the content and depth of a standard Chemistry course both in the classroom
and laboratory experiences. Pre-AP Chemistry will strive for higher levels of learning; creative thinking, and critical
evaluation tenets such as analyzing, synthesizing, and formulating logical conclusions. Pre-AP will also include one
project per 9 weeks and formal lab write-ups.
AP Chemistry
Prerequisites: Chemistry or Pre-AP Chemistry; Algebra II or Pre-AP Algebra II; Pre-AP/AP Contract required to
be signed by Parents/Guardian and Student
AP Chemistry is a course designed to cover material found in the college level general chemistry course and is for the
college-bound science/engineering/pre-veterinary/premedical/pre-dental student. This course incorporates a more
extensive quantitative understanding of the physical principles of chemistry. Major topics include electrochemistry,
kinetics, thermodynamics and equilibrium. Advanced laboratory investigations involving independent data analysis are
a major part of this course. This course is intended to prepare students to take the AP Chemistry exam in order to earn
college course credit depending on exam score. Students will complete an independent research project. Additional
contact time outside the normal school may be required. AP Chemistry is a college level course.
Medical Microbiology
Prerequisites: Biology and Chemistry
Medical Microbiology is a college preparatory and laboratory-oriented course that will provide opportunities for the
student to identify and culture microorganisms that are of interest in the medical field. The student will learn lab
techniques for working safely with microorganisms and will investigate the physiological effects of various
microorganisms on the human body. Students will develop knowledge and skills related to disease prevention by
learning the chain of infection, asepsis, and standard precautions. Pathogenic and nonpathogenic organisms will be
identified to assist in the understanding of specific diseases, causative agents, and treatment options. The course is
intended to provide high school exposure to microbiology concepts for the student who is particularly interested in a
health-related career track or for the student who is interested in the biological sciences.
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Pathophysiology
Prerequisites: Biology and Chemistry
Pathophysiology is a college preparatory and laboratory-oriented course that will provide opportunities for the student to
study the nature of disease, its causes, and the various affects diseases have on the human body. The student will apply
proper lab techniques to the study of healthy and diseased tissue and be able to recognize samples of each. The course
is intended for the student who is particularly interested in a health-related career track or for the student who is
interested in the biological sciences. Students will study disease processes and how humans are affected. Emphasis is
placed on prevention and treatment of diseases. Students will differentiate between normal and abnormal physiology.
Physics
Prerequisites: Algebra I
Recommended Co-Requisites: Geometry
Physics is designed to provide a laboratory-oriented approach to the study of matter and energy. The course provides
for the development of understanding of the physical laws and devices that govern the world around us. Topics of study
include motion, forces, energy, momentum, thermodynamics, waves, electricity, and modern physics. This course
emphasizes the use of mathematics to solve problems.
AP Physics 1
Prerequisites: Geometry; Pre-AP/AP Contract required to be signed by Parents/Guardian and Student
Recommended Co- Requisites: Algebra II
AP Physics 1 is equivalent to the first semester of a typical introductory, algebra-based college physics course. Topics of
study include Newtonian mechanics (including rotational motion); work, energy, and power; mechanical waves and
sound; and introductory, simple circuits. Emphasis is placed on student-centered, inquiry-based instructional practices to
develop scientific critical thinking and reasoning skills. After taking AP Physics 1, students may choose to continue their
study of physics in either AP Physics 2 or AP Physics C. This course is intended to prepare students to take the AP Physics
1 exam in order to earn college course credit depending on exam score. Additional contact time outside the normal
school day may be required. AP Physics 1 is a college level course.
AP Physics 2
Prerequisites: AP Physics 1; Pre-Calculus; Pre-AP/AP Contract required to be signed by Parents/Guardian and
Student
AP Physics 2 is equivalent to the second semester of a typical introductory, algebra-based college physics course. Topics
of study include fluids, thermodynamics, electricity, magnetism, optics, and topics in modern physics. Emphasis is placed
on student-centered, inquiry-based instructional practices to develop scientific critical thinking and reasoning skills.
This course continues to develop a foundation in physics for students interested in the life sciences, pre-medicine, and
some applied sciences. This course is intended to prepare students to take the AP Physics 2 exam in order to earn college
course credit depending on exam score. Additional contact time outside the normal school day may be required.
AP Physics 2 is a college level course.
Advanced Animal Science
Prerequisites: 1 credit from courses in the Animal Science cluster
This course examines the interrelatedness of human, scientific, and technological dimensions of livestock production.
Instruction is designed to allow for the application of scientific and technological aspects of animal science through field
and laboratory experiences.
Advanced Plant & Soil Science
Prerequisites: Biology; Chemistry or IPC; Algebra I; Geometry; Horticulture Science; Can be taken for 4th science.
This course provides a way of learning about the natural world. Students should know how plant and soil science has
influenced a vast body of knowledge, that there are still applications to be discovered, and that plant and soil science is
the basis for many other fields of science. Investigations, laboratory practices, and field exercises will be used to
develop an understanding of current plant and soil science. This course is designed to prepare students for careers in
the food and fiber industry. Students will learn, reinforce, apply, and transfer their knowledge in a scientific setting.
Materials fee may be required for this course.
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Anatomy and Physiology
Prerequisites: Biology and 1 additional science credit.
Recommended prerequisite: a course from the Health Science Career Cluster
Anatomy and Physiology is a two-semester course offering students general exploratory and advanced activities in the
structure and functions of the components of the human body. Students will practice the methods and techniques used
by professional scientists in medical investigations, build a mature understanding of the relationship of the structure and
function of human body components, and acquire a realization of the interrelationship of the body systems. This course
is particularly recommended for students who expect to work in the health field.
Forensics – CSI Marble Falls
Prerequisites: Biology and Chemistry
CSI Marble Falls……Learn laboratory techniques and Forensic Science you can use to solve crimes. This hands-on, lab
driven course will combine Biology labs and Forensic practices to solve crime situations. The CSI Marble Falls elective is
a Scientific Research and Design course designed to provide students with a foundation of laboratory skills and
practices needed to further their studies of Forensics in college. Learn how to apply current scientific research and lab
practices to problem solve the exciting mysteries presented.
Environmental Systems
Prerequisites: Biology; IPC or Chemistry
Environmental Systems is a course in which students study a variety of topics that include: biotic and abiotic factors in
habitats; ecosystems and biomes; interrelationships among resources and an environmental system; sources and flow
of energy through an environmental system; relationships between carrying capacity and changes in populations and
ecosystems; and changes in environments. Students will conduct field and laboratory investigations, use scientific
methods during investigations, and make informed decisions using critical thinking and scientific problem solving.
This course is intended for 11th and 12th grade students.
AP Environmental Science
Prerequisites: Biology; Chemistry; Algebra I; Pre-AP/AP Contract required to be signed by Parents/Guardian
and Student
AP Environmental Science (APES) is a lab-based, interdisciplinary science course equivalent to a college level
introductory environmental science course. The goal of APES is to provide students with the scientific principles,
concepts, and methodologies required to understand the interrelationships of the natural world, to identify and analyze
environmental problems both natural and man-made, to evaluate the relative risks associated with these problems, and
to examine alternative solutions. This course is intended to prepare students to take the APES exam in order to earn
college course credit depending on exam score. Students may complete an independent research project. Additional
contact time outside the normal school day may be required. This course is intended for 11th and 12th grade students.
AP Environmental Science is a college level course.
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SOCIAL STUDIES
COURSE KEY
WG
HGAP
WH
WHAP
US
USAP
USDC
GOVT
GOVTAP
GOVTDC
ECO
ECOAP
ECODC
PFL
PSY
SOC
PSYDC
PSY2DC

STATE ID#
03320100
A3360100
03340400
A3370100
03340100
A3340100
03340100
03330100
A3330100
03330100
03310300
A3310200
03310300
03380082
03350100
03370100
03350100
03380002

COURSE
World Geography
AP Human Geography
World History
AP World History
US History
AP US History
Dual Credit US History
US Government
AP US Government
Dual Credit Government
Economics
AP Economics
Dual Credit Economics
Personal Financial Literacy
Psychology
Sociology
Dual Credit Psychology
Dual Credit Life Span Development

GRADE
9
9-12
10
10-12
11
11
11
12
12
12
12
12
12
10-12
10-12
10-12
11-12
11-12

CREDIT
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

World Geography
Prerequisites: None
The course is designed to give students unique perspectives about their own culture and physical environment in
relationship to other places, cultures, and societies. These fundamental insights prepare students for daily interaction in
a broad range of economics, political, and social issues. The primary goals of the course are to reinforce and refine basic
geographic concepts and skills, help students think critically, form independent judgments, and develop
competencies essential for effective citizenship in a global world.
AP Human Geography
Prerequisites: PreAP/AP Contract required to be signed by Parents/Guardian and Student
This course is designed to introduce students to the patterns and processes of the earth, its regions, and its people. In
examining how people have interacted with the earth over time, students will examine concepts such as culture,
population, political organization, cities, agriculture and land use, as well as industrialization and economic
development. They also learn about the methods and tools geographers use in their science and practice. Students
taking this course should have strong reading and writing skills. Upon completion of this course, interested students will
also be eligible to take the national Advanced Placement examination in May to earn college credit. AP Human
Geography is a college level course. This course cannot be taken if a World Geography Credit has been earned.
World History
Prerequisites: None
This survey course is a study of the history of a variety of world cultures, their values, beliefs, political ideas,
institutions, and innovations, as well as cultural diffusion and the links that connect different societies. Emphasis will be
on political revolutions, industrial and technological revolutions, and the growth and mobility of the world’s
population. There will be a historical perspective on contemporary trends, issues, and problems and will emphasize the
need for global cooperation to solve world problems.
AP World History
Prerequisites: PreAP/AP Contract required to be signed by Parents/Guardian and Student
AP World History is designed to develop greater understanding of the evolution of global processes and contacts in
interactions with different types of human societies. It highlights the nature of continuity and change over time and
offers global coverage of Africa, The Americas, Asian and Europe. The course stresses the linkages between people
and states formed through trade, the resultant migration of people and ideas, the mobilizations of mass society,
revolutions, and the impact of technology upon humankind. Upon completion of this course, interested students will also
be eligible to take the national Advanced Placement examination in May to earn college credit. AP World History is a
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college level course.
U.S. History Prerequisites:
None
United States History covers the period after Reconstruction to the present and will include the following: emergence
of the United States as a world power, the economic development and growth of the United States, and the social and
cultural development of the United States. This course will require an End of Course Exam.
AP U.S. History
Prerequisites: PreAP/AP Contract required to be signed by Parents/Guardian and Student
AP United States History is a college level course designed to give students the opportunity to study the history and
development of the United States. The program prepares students for intermediate and advanced college courses by
making demands upon them equivalent to those made by full-year introductory college courses. The content for this
course emphasizes the Colonial-Revolutionary War Period, Constitutional Period, the Age of Jackson, the Civil Ware and
Reconstruction, the Progressive Era, the New Deal, and emergence of America as a world power after World War II.
Students will learn to assess historical materials– their relevance to a given interpretive problem, reliability and their
importance – and to weigh the evidence and interpretations presented in historical scholarship. Great emphasis is
placed on the intellectual, cultural, and socioeconomic history of the United States. Students will also study and
analyze the politics and diplomacy of this country. Students will have the opportunity to take the Advanced Placement
Exam upon completion of the course. AP US History is a college level course.
Dual Credit U.S. History
Prerequisites: Appropriate TSI placement score met
Students must pass the Reading section of the TSI exam or be exempt by SAT or ACT scores (see your counselor for
exemption status). This course will give students the opportunity to earn 6 college hours in U.S. History while meeting the
high school U.S. History requirement. Tuition and fees are due each semester. Students will earn college credit for HIST
1301 and HIST 1302.
U.S. Government (.5 Credit)
Prerequisites: None
This course will place emphasis upon the study of the national, state, and local governmental structure and operation.
Current governmental developments are stressed.
AP U.S. Government (.5 Credit)
Prerequisites: Pre-AP/AP Contract required to be signed by Parents/Guardian and Student
This course goes beyond the basic facts of U.S. Government and looks at problems governing a modern society. The
course is designed to teach students about the various institutions, groups, beliefs, and ideas that make up American
politics. The students will also examine their own political ideas and beliefs. Students must be willing to read
extensively outside of class and enhance their understanding of concepts by listening to or reading the news. A strong
ability to communicate and a willingness to listen to others are important. This one-semester, college-level course
prepares students to take the Advanced Placement US Government and Politics exam. AP US Government is a college level
course.
Dual Credit Government (.5 Credit)
Prerequisites: Appropriate TSI placement score met
Students must pass the Reading section of the TSI exam or be exempt by SAT or ACT scores (see your counselor for
exemption status). This is a college level course where students will receive high school credit for Government and 3 hours
of college credit for GOVT 2305- American Government.
Economics (.5 Credit)
Prerequisites: None
This course is designed to give students economic literacy as consumers in the economic system. It is a study of basic
principles and theories with emphasis on helping develop competencies in the application of economic knowledge to daily
functions and decision-making. Essentials and benefits of the free enterprise system will be studied.
AP Macroeconomics (.5 Credit)
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Prerequisites: Pre-AP/AP Contract required to be signed by Parents/Guardian and Student
Advanced Placement Macroeconomics is a course designed to provide students with a thorough understanding of the
principles of economics that apply to the economic system as a whole. Such course places emphasis on the study of
national income, price determination, and also develops familiarity with economic performance measures, economic
growth, and international economics. AP Macroeconomics is a college level course.
Dual Credit Economics (.5 Credit)
Prerequisites: Appropriate TSI placement score met
Students must pass the Reading section of the TSI exam or be exempt by SAT or ACT scores (see your counselor for
exemption status). This is a college level course where students will receive high school credit for Economics and 3 hours
of college credit for GOVT 2306 – Texas Government.
Personal Financial Literacy (.5 Credit)
Prerequisites: None
This course will develop citizens who have the knowledge and skills to make sound, informed financial decisions that will
allow them to lead financially secure lifestyles and understand personal financial responsibilities. This course is designed
to be inactive and research-based.
Psychology (.5 Credit)
Prerequisites: None
This class surveys the major principles of psychology. The course introduces the history of psychology, human
development, personality, learning, memory and thought, emotion, thinking, and language.
Sociology (.5 Credit)
Prerequisites: None
This course surveys the major principles of sociology. This course offers a study of human relationships in society. It
focuses upon the use of sociological point of view to examine culture, social structure, and the individual in society,
social institutions, and social inequality. The changing social world and its implications are presented and analyzed.
Dual Credit Psychology (.5 Credit)
Prerequisites: Appropriate TSI placement score met
This course is a study of the research and theory of the psychology of learning, cognition, and motivation. A holistic
approach will be taken in guiding students as they assess their personality type, learning styles, and vocational
interest and identify their strengths and weaknesses as strategic learners. This college level course will receive high
school credit for Psychology and 3 hours college credit for PSYC 2301.
Dual Credit Life Span and Development
Prerequisites: Appropriate TSI placement score met
Life-Span Growth and Development is a study of social, emotional, cognitive and physical factors and influences of a
developing human from conception to death. This college level course will receive high school credit for Independent
Studies in Social Studies and 3 hours of college credit for PSYC 2314.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
PHYSICAL EDUCATION/ATHLETIC TRAINING
COURSE KEY
PE
PEAA
AT

STATE ID#
PES00055
PES00054
PES00000

COURSE
PE
PE Aerobic Activity
Athletic Trainer

GRADE
9-12
9-12
11-12

CREDIT
0.5-1.0
0.5-1.0
1.0

Physical Education
Prerequisites: None
The class will educate students in lifetime sports and recreational games such as: aerobics, country western dance,
tennis, softball, volleyball, flag football, soccer, and basketball. They will learn fundamentals, written rules, good
sportsmanship, and refereeing skills that will benefit them throughout their adult life.
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PE Aerobic Activity
Prerequisites: None
PE Aerobic Activity is a course designed to cover four basic strands: perception, creative expression/performance,
historical and cultural heritage, and critical evaluation. Students develop perceptual thinking and moving abilities in
daily life that promote understanding of themselves and others and allow them to interact effectively in the
community.
Athletic Trainer
Prerequisites: Approval by Athletic Trainer
These students will serve as Athletic trainers for Athletic teams. This course will count as a PE credit.
BOYS ATHLETICS
COURSE KEY
BFB1-4
BKB1-4
BSC1-4
BB1-4

STATE ID#
PES00000/1/2/3
PES00000/1/2/3
PES00000/1/2/3
PES00000/1/2/3

COURSE
Boys Football I-IV
Boys Basketball I-IV
Boys Soccer I-IV
Boys Baseball I-IV

GRADE
9-12
9-12
9-12
9-12

CREDIT
1.0 Each
1.0 Each
1.0 Each
1.0 Each

Boys Athletics I, II, III, IV
Prerequisites: Coaches’ approval
Participation in one or more of the following sports: football, basketball, baseball, soccer; outside of school practice is
required. Practice is held outside of the school day for cross-country, track, and power lifting.
1) Boys Football I, II, III, IV – A class for boys whose primary sport is football.
2) Boys Basketball I, II, III, IV – A class for boys whose primary sport is basketball.
3) Boys Soccer I, II, III, IV – A class for boys whose primary sport is soccer.
4) Boys Baseball I, II, III, IV – A class for boys whose primary sport is baseball.

GIRLS ATHLETICS
COURSE KEY
GBK1-4
GSC1-4
GSB1-4
GVB1-4

STATE ID#
PES00000/1/2/3
PES00000/1/2/3
PES00000/1/2/3
PES00000/1/2/3

COURSE
Girls Basketball I-IV
Girls Soccer I-IV
Girls Softball I-IV
Girls Volleyball I-IV

GRADE
9-12
9-12
9-12
9-12

CREDIT
1.0 Each
1.0 Each
1.0 Each
1.0 Each

Girls Athletics I, II, III, IV
Prerequisites: Coaches’ approval
Participation in one or more of the following sports: volleyball, basketball, soccer, and softball; outside of school practice is
required. Practice is held outside of the school day for cross-country, track, and power lifting.
1) Girls Basketball I, II, III, IV – A class for girls whose primary sport is basketball.
2) Girls Soccer I, II, III, IV – A class for girls whose primary sport is soccer.
3) Girls Softball I, II, III, IV – A class for girls whose primary sport is softball.
4) Girls Volleyball I, II, III, IV- A class for girls whose primary sport is volleyball.

GOLF & TENNIS
COURSE KEY
GLF1-4
TEN1-4

STATE ID#
PES00000/1/2/3
PES00000/1/2/3

COURSE
Girls & Boys Golf I-IV
Girls & Boys Tennis I-IV

GRADE
9-12
9-12

CREDIT
1.0 Each
1.0 Each

Girls and Boys Golf I, II, III, IV
Prerequisites: Tryouts
This class is for boys and girls whose primary sport is golf. This class will meet every day all year long.
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Girls and Boys Tennis I, II, III, IV
Prerequisites: None for Tennis I, Tennis II, III and IV Coaches Approval
This class is for boys and girls who play only tennis. This class will meet every day all year long.
CHEERLEADING/DRILLTEAM
COURSE KEY
CHEER
CHEERL
DTPE
DT1/2/3/4FA

STATE ID#
PES00013
84200000
PES00014
03830100/200/300/400

COURSE
Cheerleading – PE
Cheerleading – Local
Drill Team 1 – PE
Drill Team I/II/III/IV

GRADE
9
10-12
9
9-12

CREDIT
1.0
1.0 Each
1.0
1.0 Each

Cheerleading I, II, III, IV
Prerequisites: By tryout only
All cheerleaders are required to be enrolled in the fall semester cheerleading class. Athletes wanting to cheer may
participate in the following sports: tennis, golf, cross-country, and track. Students may not be enrolled in cheerleading
class and athletics on the same day. Students will earn 1.0 credit the first year and local credit each year after that.
Drill Team I, II, III, IV
Prerequisites: By tryout only
Students will learn dance techniques; learn and rehearse Drill Team routines for the pep rallies, halftime
performances, competition, and spring show. After school practices and performances required. Students enrolled in
Drill Team will receive 1.0 PE credit the first year and 1.0 Fine Arts credit each year after that.

LANGUAGES OTHER THAN ENGLISH
COURSE KEY
SP1
SP2
SP2Q
SP3
SP3Q
SP4AP
SP5AP
ASL1
ASL2

STATE ID#
03440100
03440200
03440200
03440300
03440300
A3440100
A3440200
03980100
03980200

COURSE
Spanish I
Spanish II
Pre-AP Spanish II
Spanish III
Pre-AP Spanish III
AP Spanish IV (Spanish Lang)
AP Spanish V (Spanish Lit)
American Sign Language I
American Sign Language II

GRADE
9-12
9-12
9-12
10-12
10-12
11-12
12
10-11
11-12

CREDIT
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

Spanish I
Prerequisites: None
Students in Spanish I will be able to express meaning in simple contexts and understand sentence-length information.
Students may be generally understood by people accustomed to dealing with language learners. This course is a basic
introduction to language and culture. Students will learn to speak and understand basic phrases and read and write
simple sentences. Basic grammar is studied with an emphasis on vocabulary acquisition.
Spanish II
Prerequisites: Spanish I
Students in Spanish II will be able to express meaning in straightforward and personal contexts and understand
information from simple connected statements. Students are generally understood by people accustomed to dealing with
language learners. Students will continue to acquire and discover the target language through speaking, listening,
reading, and writing activities. This course allows the students to begin communicating in a target language environment.
This course is a continuation of the level I course as students broaden their ability to read, write, listen, and speak in the
language. Oral skills are stressed with emphasis given to more advanced reading and writing exercises and to the study
of culture.
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Pre-AP Spanish II
Prerequisites: Spanish I and Pre-AP/AP Contract required to be signed by Parents/Guardian and Student
Students will be able to express meaning in straightforward and personal contexts and understand information from
simple connected statements. In this course students continue to build upon their proficiency while beginning to develop
language skills so that they may be able to communicate at a more complex level. The content of this course will be
accelerated and expanded to include an extensive study of grammar and more advanced vocabulary. The focus of this
course is developing intermediate proficiency.
Spanish III
Prerequisites: Spanish II
Students in Spanish II will be able to express meaning in a variety of contexts and understand information from
connected statements. This course focuses on a higher level of study in Spanish. The content is a continuation of the level
2 course with extensive writing, grammar, listening, speaking, and culture studies. The focus of this course is developing
intermediate proficiency.
Pre-AP Spanish III
Prerequisites: Spanish II or Pre-AP Spanish II; Pre-AP/AP Contract required to be signed by Parents/Guardian
and Student
This course focuses on a higher level of study in Spanish. It is conducted almost entirely in Spanish and is designed as a
preparation for AP Spanish IV. The content of this course will be accelerated and expanded to include more advanced
vocabulary and grammar, emphasizing oral and written communication. The focus of this course is developing
intermediate-high proficiency.
AP Spanish IV (AP Spanish Language)
Prerequisites: Spanish III or Pre-AP Spanish III and Pre-AP/AP Contract required to be signed by
Parents/Guardian and Student
This course is for students who wish to develop proficiency in their language skills. It is comparable to third or fourth
semester college courses that focus on speaking and writing in Spanish, and reading and listening using authentic sources
and materials. The course is conducted entirely in Spanish and incorporates the AP themes within the units of study.
Emphasis is placed on oral and written interpersonal and presentational communication. The focus of this course is
developing intermediate-high to advanced-low proficiency. Students can obtain college credit through satisfactory
completion of the Spanish Language AP exam. AP Spanish is a college level course.
AP Spanish V (AP Spanish Literature)
Prerequisites: AP Spanish IV; Pre-AP/AP Contract required to be signed by Parents/Guardian and Student
This course is for students who have completed AP Spanish IV. The focus of this course is understanding and
analyzing literary texts and their social, historic, and artistic contexts. It is comparable to a third year college literature
survey course exploring major literary works in the genres of short stories, drama, novels, essays, and poetry from the Middle Ages to
the 20th century. The course is conducted entirely in Spanish and incorporates the AP themes within the units of study.
Emphasis is placed on oral and written interpersonal and presentational and interpretive communication. Students
can obtain college credit through satisfactory completion of the Spanish Literature AP exam. AP Spanish V is a
college level course.
American Sign Language (ASL) I
Prerequisites: None
This course is a basic introduction to ASL and Deaf culture. Students will learn to sign the manual alphabet, numbers,
and basic phrases. Students will study the basic grammar and syntax of ASL.
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American Sign Language (ASL) II
Prerequisites: ASL I
A continuation of ASL I, students focus on advanced conversational skills, grammar and syntax. Students will explore, in
detail, issues concerning Deaf culture, and study the anatomy and physiology of the human ear.

FINE ARTS
ART
COURSE KEY
ART1
ART2
ART3CR
ART3DR
ARTAPS

STATE ID#
03500100
03500200
03501800
03501300
A3500300

COURSE
Art I
Art II
Art III – Ceramics
Art III – Drawing
AP Studio Art - Portfolio

GRADE
9-12
10-12
11-12
10-12
12

CREDIT
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

Art I
Prerequisites: None
Art I is an introductory course in which students learn and use the elements and principles of art to create a variety
of two and three dimensional art (art production). Media explored will include but will not be limited to, drawing,
painting, printmaking, sculpture, ceramics, and fibers. Students will also be introduced to the historical and cultural
influences on art (art history). They will explore the philosophical nature of art (aesthetics) and students will learn to
make critical judgments about art (art criticism). Art 1 is a year-long course in which first semester skills are needed
to be successful in semester two. Students are required to purchase specific supplies for this course or pay a
supply fee of $15 – $20.
Art II
Prerequisites: Art I
Art II offers instruction in a variety of media and techniques and builds on the skills and information learned in Art I.
Emphasis is on skill building and creative problem solving, however art history, aesthetics, and art criticism will also
be addressed. Art II is an intensive year-long course in basic drawing, design, and painting with some three
dimensional work designed to challenge the students who are planning to take advanced art classes. First semester
skills are needed to be successful in semester two. Students are required to purchase specific supplies for this
course or pay a supply fee of $15 – $20.
Art III Drawing
Prerequisites: Art I and Portfolio Review
This class is structured to give students a more solid foundation to all art courses whether working in 2-D or 3-D.
Drawing is the basis for all types of art. Students will get a good background in sketching and drawing techniques
with various mediums and styles. Technique and quality is stressed. Students will also learn what took place at
different times in history artistically, along with analyzing and self-reflection. Students are required to purchase
specific supplies for this course or pay a supply fee of $15 – $20.
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Art III Ceramics
Prerequisite: Art I and Portfolio Review
This is a sequential class, which depends on your previous experience in ceramics. Interested students will be
working all year in clay to explore various methods of creating functional and expressive works depending on
a student expertise. Students will need to be flexible, have a good attitude, and be a hard worker to be successful in
this course. Ceramics students should be preparing an art portfolio for higher education art. Students are required
to purchase specific supplies for this course or pay a supply fee of $15 – $20.
Art IV Drawing
Prerequisites: Art III Drawing
This class is structured to give students a more solid foundation to all art courses whether working in 2-D or
3-D. Drawing is the basis for all types of art. Students will get a good background in sketching and drawing
techniques with various mediums and styles. Technique and quality is stressed. Students will also learn
what took place at different times in history artistically, along with analyzing and self-reflection. Students are
required to purchase specific supplies for this course or pay a supply fee of $15 – $20.
Art IV Ceramics
Prerequisite: Art III Ceramics
This is a sequential class, which depends on your previous experience in ceramics. Interested students will be
working all year in clay to explore various methods of creating functional and expressive works depending on
a student expertise. Students will need to be flexible, have a good attitude, and be a hard worker to be successful in
this course. Ceramics students should be preparing an art portfolio for higher education art. Students are required
to purchase specific supplies for this course or pay a supply fee of $15 – $20.
AP Studio Art – Portfolio
Prerequisite: Art III; PreAP/AP Contract required to be signed by Parents/Guardian and
Student
Advanced Placement Studio Portfolio Art is a college level class. This class is for seniors serious about art and pursuing
a creative career. This course requires a portfolio presentation. This College Board Program provides the student
with college credit or advanced placement while still in high school. Portfolios will require a body of quality original
work in various mediums based on a concentration to show student interests. Students need to be made aware
that AP work involves quite a bit more commitment and accomplishment than the typical high school course and
that the program is not for the casually interested. A lab and matting fee is required and students will need to have
all supplies by the second week to be successful in this course. AP Studio Art – Portfolio is a college level course.

BAND
COURSE KEY
BAND1-4
JAZZ1-4
MUSTAP

STATE ID#
03150100/200/300/400
03151300/400/500/600
A3150200

COURSE
Music Band I/II/III/IV
Jazz Band I/II/III/IV
AP Music Theory

GRADE
9-12
9-12
10-12

CREDIT
1.0 Each
1.0 Each
1.0

Music Band I, II, III, IV
Prerequisites: Audition
An organization designed to teach teamwork, self-discipline, and develop higher lever thinking skills necessary to express
one’s self through music. In the fall the organization will perform as the Marching Band and will perform at all varsity
football games as well as various marching competitions. Students receive ½ PE credit for the 1st semester of Band and
½ Fine Art credit for the 2nd semester of Band during the first two years. After the first two years’ students will earn 1 Fine
Art credit per year. After marching season is over emphasis will switch to skills that are particular to concert performance
as well as attention to soloist development through All-Region auditions as well as solo and small ensemble opportunities.
The band will perform at least five concerts during the year, as well as participate in clinics and contests adjudicated by
the best music educators in the country. Opportunities for solo performance will come from Region Band tryouts and
solo competition. Students are expected to be enrolled for the entire school year.
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Jazz Band I, II, III, IV
Prerequisites: Audition
Students will be exposed to different jazz styles such as swing, bebop, blues, rock, and funk. Instrumentation is limited to:
2 alto saxophones, 2 tenor saxophones, 1 baritone saxophone, 3 to 5 trombones, 3 to 5 trumpets, 1 piano, 2
percussionists (trap set and auxiliary), electric bass, and guitar. Performances, including contest participation, will take
place during and outside the school day.

AP Music Theory
Prerequisites: Proficiency in use of music notation; Pre-AP/AP Contract required to be signed by
Parents/Guardian and Student.
AP Music Theory is a 1st year college level course designed for those students interested in pursuing a degree in music.
The student will be thoroughly grounded in the fundamentals of notation, intervals, scales and keys, chords, metric
organization and rhythmic patterns. Students will be required to read, notate, compose, perform and listen to music.
Tests will consist of written, listening, sign-singing and performance of compositions. Students will have the
opportunity to take the Advanced Placement Exam upon completion of the course. AP Music Theory is
a college level course.
CHOIR
COURSE KEY
CONCH1-4
ACA1-4
CHAMB1-2
CHO1-4
SHCH1-2
MUSTAP

STATE ID#
03150900/1000/1100/1200
03150900/1000/1100/1200
03152500/600
03152100/200/300
PES00054
A3150200

COURSE
Concert Choir I/II/III/IV
Acappella Choir I/II/III/IV
Chamber Singers I/II
Chorale I/II/III
Show Choir I/II
AP Music Theory

GRADE
9-12
9-12
11-12
10-12
9-10
10-12

CREDIT
1.0 Each
1.0 each
1.0 Each
1.0 Each
1.0
1.0

Concert Choir
Prerequisites: Audition
Concert Choir is beginning UIL High School choir for freshman men and women. The class is separated by gender.
Class activities will include proper singing habits, performance skills, vocalization, building and development of
voice, theory, sight-reading skills, learning songs representative of various choral styles and historic periods, and
some study of music history and literature. Performances in and out of class are required and there are uniform fees.
Acappella Choir
Prerequisites: Audition; Be a member of a Mixed Choir
Acappella is Junior Varsity UIL mixed ensemble. Class activities will include proper singing habits, performance
skills, vocalization, building and development of voice, theory, sight-reading skills, learning songs representative
of various choral styles and historic periods, and some study of music history and literature. Performances in and
out of class are required and there are uniform fees.
Chamber Singers
Prerequisites: Audition; Be a Member of another UIL Choir
Chamber Singers are an elite ensemble that performs an eclectic program. They explore the worlds of
Contemporary Acappella, Jazz, Musical Theatre as well as the classical world. The students are required to be a
part of the musical and outside performances are a regular part of the class. Chamber Singers has a heavy
December performance schedule. The students are expected to be taking private voice lessons, as solo work is
required in this class.
Chorale
Prerequisites: Audition; Be a member of a Mixed Choir
The Chorale is a Varsity UIL performing group of mixed voices. Selection for this choir is based upon audition.
Class activities w i ll include pr op er s ing ing ha bits , performance skills, vocalization, building and
development of voice, theory, sight-reading skills, learning songs representative of various choral styles and
historic periods, and some study of music history and literature. Solo and Ensemble skills will be developed.
Performances in and out of class are required and there are uniform fees.
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Show Choir
Prerequisites: Audition; Be a Member of another UIL Choir
This choir performs show tunes and popular music. Students are required to be a part of the musical and outside
performances are a regular part of the class. Dance and movement are a part of this curriculum. The students are
expected to be taking private voice lessons. This class can count for PE credit.
AP Music Theory
Prerequisites: Proficiency in use of music notation; PreAP/AP Contract required to be signed by
Parents/Guardian and Student.
AP Music Theory is a 1st year college level course designed for those students interested in pursuing a degree in
music. The student will be thoroughly grounded in the fundamentals of notation, intervals, scales and keys,
chords, metric
organization and rhythmic patterns. Students will be required to read, notate, compose, perform and listen to
music. Tests will consist of written, listening, sign-singing and performance of compositions. Students will
have the opportunity to take the Advanced Placement Exam upon completion of the course. AP Music
Theory is a college level course.
DANCE
COURSE KEY
DAN1
DAN2
DAN3
DAN4

STATE ID#
03830100
03830200
03830300
03830400

COURSE
Dance I
Dance II
Dance III
Dance IV

GRADE
9-12
10-12
11-12
12

CREDIT
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

Dance I
Prerequisites: None
Dance I counts as a Fine Art credit. This course provides students with the vocabulary of dance movement
and
knowledge of factors that influence movement. Students will acquire the fundamental skills in any or all of
the following dance techniques: ballet, jazz, tap, aerobic, pre-drill, modern, social dance, and choreography. Black
leotard and black pants are required.
Dance II/III/IV
Prerequisites: Dance I
Dance II counts as a Fine Art credit. This course focuses on intermediate and advanced concepts of dance (ballet, tap,
jazz, modern, pre-drill and social dance). Students will be engaged in improvisation and their own choreography. Black
leotard and black pants are required.

COURSE KEY
TH1
TH2
TH3
THPR1-4
TT1-4

STATE ID#
03250100
03250200
03250300
03250700/800/900/1000
03250500/600/1100/1200

THEATRE ARTS
COURSE
Theatre Arts I
Theatre Arts II
Theatre Arts III
Theatre Production I/II/III/IV
Technical Theatre I/II/III/IV

GRADE
9-12
9-12
10-12
9-12
9-12

CREDIT
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0 Each
1.0 Each

Theatre Arts I
Prerequisites:
None
Students participate in various group activities, learn theatre safety, improvisation, theatre terminology, and
basic acting skills/techniques as well as improve their communication and memorization skills. The multiple
components of a theatrical production are explored through the preparation and performances of scenes and short
plays. Students participating in the course shall have opportunities to observe preparations and productions
of educational, community, and professional theatre companies.
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Theatre Arts II
Prerequisite: Theatre Arts I
This course builds on the background established in Theatre Arts I placing greater emphasis on the theory and
exercises in body control, voice, interpretation, improvisation, characterization, stage action, and analysis and study
of auditioning, scripts, playwriting, and film production. Students participating in the course shall have opportunities
to observe preparations and productions of educational, community, and professional theatre companies. The course
also provides opportunities to develop knowledge of basic stagecraft; however, a broader scope of study is offered in
the Technical Theatre courses.
Theatre Arts III
Prerequisites: Theatre Arts I, II
The Theatre Arts III continues the study of the historical evolution and cultural contributions of the theatre, its plays,
and its performance and production styles and techniques. Students study basic components of production and apply
them through performances in various historic styles and theatrical modes. Students participating in the course shall
have opportunities to observe preparations and productions of educational, community, and professional theatre
companies. This course is a recommended prerequisite for students wishing to prepare for Theatre Production
courses.
Theatre Production I, II, III, IV
Prerequisites: Theatre Arts I, audition, and director approval
Each Students shall have the opportunity to continue developing skills in acting, technical design, production
management, directing, stagecraft, advance oral interpretation, and play writing. Students will participate in the fall
and spring productions for the public, and have investment in the UIL One Act Play competition. Students
participating in the course shall have opportunities to observe preparations and productions of educational,
community, and professional theatre companies. After school lab rehearsals and performances are required. All
students are responsible for their own transportation.
Technical Theatre I, II, III, IV
Prerequisites: Theatre Arts I and director approval
Technical Theatre combines theories of design and stagecraft techniques with construction and operation of the
various technical theatre elements including scenery, properties, lighting, sound, costumes, makeup, and public
relations. Students will construct and maintain the technical areas assigned and perform their role during rehearsal,
production, and strike. Students participating in the course shall have opportunities to observe preparations and
productions of educational, community, and professional theatre companies. After school lab rehearsals and
performances are required along with 10 hours of practicum each semester. All students are responsible for their
own transportation.

OTHER ELECTIVES
COURSE KEY
PALS
C3
SM1
SM2
CP1-2

STATE ID#
N1900005
N1290051
N1150040
N1150041
12701300

COURSE
Peer Assistance and Leadership
College & Career Choices
Sports Medicine I
Sports Medicine II
Career Preparation I-II

GRADE
12
9
9-12
10-12
11-12

CREDIT
1.0
0.5
1.0
1.0
4.0

Peer Assistance and Leadership (PALS)
Prerequisites: Application Required
The mission of the PALs peer-helping program is to utilize the potential of young people to make a difference in their
schools and communities. PALs provide guidance and mentoring for peers and younger children on issues like selfesteem and social skills. PALs also enrich their community through service learning projects and extended volunteer
activities. Selected students will be trained to work as peer facilitators with other students on their home campus
and/or elementary and middle school campuses. For this course, community service projects will also be an integral
part of the field experience for students potentially interested in careers in education, child psychology or related
helping professions.
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College and Career Choices (C3)
Prerequisites: None
C3 is career and academic goal setting course with a strong emphasis on time management, organization, study skills,
and leadership. It is designed to prepare students to have a greater understanding of educational and career
opportunities and options, and to assist them in making meaningful and informed educational and career choices.
Students will take interest inventories, aptitude tests, learning style inventories, and personality inventories.
The software is used to assist students in the exploration of career and educational opportunities. Students will
develop a four-year high school plan and explore the Program of Study system.
Sports Medicine I
Prerequisites: None
This course provides an opportunity for the study and application of the following components but not limited
to: sports medicine related careers, prevention of athletic injuries, recognition, evaluation, and immediate care of
athletic injuries, rehabilitation and management skills, taping and wrapping techniques, first aid, emergency
procedures, nutrition, sports psychology, human anatomy and physiology, therapeutic modalities, and therapeutic
exercises. This course is designed for those who wish to become student athletic trainers.
Sports Medicine II
Prerequisites: Sports Medicine I; Application Required
This course will involve outside-of-class time homework and time required working with athletes and athletic
teams. It provides an in-depth study and application of the components of sports medicine including but not limited
to basic rehabilitative techniques; therapeutic modalities; wound care; t a p i n g and bandaging
techniques; prevention, recognition, and care of musculoskeletal injuries; injuries to young athletes; drugs in
sport; modern issues in sports medicine.
Career Preparation I-II
Prerequisite: Application Required
Career Preparation education refers to an instructional arrangement, not a course or training area. This
arrangement develops job skills through classroom instruction and on-the-job training. Students will be given job
specific training assignments including job interviews, ethics, resumes, safety, career research, people skills, dress
for success, and leadership skills. One of the four credits will be local credit.
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CAREER & TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION
AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE
COURSE KEY
1PAG
1LP
1SAC
1ES
1VT
1AAS
1HS
1GOP
1APSS
1FD
1AGL
1AMMT
1ADF
1APS
1PA

STATE ID#
13000200
13000300
13000400
13000500
13000600
13000700
13002000
13002050
13002100
13001800
12701500
13002200
13002300
13002400
13002500

COURSE
Principles of Agriculture
Livestock Production
Small Animal Management
Equine Science
Veterinary Medical Applications
Advanced Animal Science
Horticulture Science
Greenhouse Operations & Production
Advanced Plant & Soil Science
Floral Design
Professional Standards in Agribusiness
Ag Mechanics & Metal Technologies
Ag Structures Design and Fabrication
Ag Power Systems
Practicum in Agriculture

GRADE
8-12
9-12
10-12
10-12
11-12
11-12
9-12
10-12
11-12
9-12
9-12
9-12
10-12
11-12
11-12

CREDIT
1.0
1.0
0.5
0.5
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
2.0

Principles of Agriculture
Prerequisites: None
This is the introduction course for the Agriculture Department. All agricultural areas are covered including FFA,
Parliamentary Procedure, Soil, Plant, Animal, Food and Environmental Science. There will also be a small introduction
to Agricultural Mechanics.
Livestock Production
Prerequisites: Principles of Agriculture (Concurrent Enrollment Allowed for 11th and 12th Grade Students)
In this course, students will learn about nutritional, environmental and reproduction requirements for livestock
animals. Animals discussed range from Beef Cattle, Swine, Sheep, Goats and Poultry.
Small Animal Management (.5 Credit)
Prerequisite: Principles of Agriculture (Concurrent Enrollment Allowed for 11th and 12th Grade Students)
Small Animal Management is a course designed to enhance the understanding of small animal care. Students will
develop a deeper understanding o f career opportunities, industry expectations, knowledge and skills related to the
care and maintenance of small animals. In addition, students will learn about the various species and breeds of small
animals, and their individual body systems. During the course of the semester, students will examine small mammals,
dogs, cats, birds, amphibians, and reptiles.
Equine Science (.5 Credit)
Prerequisite: Principles of Agriculture (Concurrent Enrollment Allowed for 11th and 12th Grade Students)
This course is focused on learning about horses. The beginning of the semester will address basic equine knowledge
such as history, breeds, identification, conformation, and judging. Students will explore concepts in anatomy,
physiology, reproduction, nutrition, health, equine facilities, and management.
Veterinarian Medical Applications (Formerly Veterinary Technology)
Prerequisites: Livestock Production OR Small Animal Management OR Equine Science
Veterinarian Technology is a course offered with Texas Veterinarian Medical Association to provide the opportunity
for students to obtain state certification as a Level I Veterinarian Assistant. Certification is not a requirement for the
course. Students will learn the skills needed to be an efficient assistant for the veterinarian. Exam room, lab technician,
kennel maintenance and reception skills will be taught.
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Advanced Animal Science
Prerequisites: Biology; Chemistry or IPC; Alegbra I; Geometry; Livestock Production or Small
Animal Management or Equine Science; Can be taken for 4th science.
To be prepared for careers in the field of animal science, students need to attain academic skills and knowledge, acquire
knowledge and skills related to animal systems, and develop knowledge and skills regarding career opportunities,
entry requirements, and industry standards. To prepare for success, students need opportunities to learn, reinforce,
apply, and transfer their knowledge and skills in a variety of settings. This course examines the interrelatedness of
human, scientific, and technological dimensions of livestock production. Instruction is designed to allow for the
application of scientific and technological aspects of animal science through field and laboratory experiences.
Horticulture Science
Prerequisites: Principles of Agriculture
This course is designed to improve knowledge of the home gardener as well as those seeking a career in horticulture.
Students will learn the basic requirements of plant growth, and reproduction. Stages of plant life will be covered and
different ways to produce plants. Soil fertility, plant nutrients, and propagations will be some of the topics covered.
Greenhouse Operations & Production
Prerequisites: Horticulture Science
To be prepared for careers in horticultural systems, students need to attain academic skills and knowledge, acquire
technical knowledge and skills related to horticulture and the workplace, and develop knowledge and skills regarding
career opportunities, entry requirements, industry expectations. To prepare for success, students need opportunities
to learn, reinforce, apply, and transfer knowledge and skills in a variety of settings. This course is designed to develop
an understanding of common horticultural management practices as they relate to food and ornamental greenhouse
plant production. Materials fee may be required for this course.
Advanced Plant & Soil Science
Prerequisites: Biology; Chemistry or IPC; Algebra I; Geometry; Horticulture Science; Can be taken for 4th
science.
This course provides a way of learning about the natural world. Students should know how plant and soil science has
influenced a vast body of knowledge, that there are still applications to be discovered, and that plant and soil science
is the basis for many other fields of science. Investigations, laboratory practices, and field exercises will be used to
develop an understanding of current plant and soil science. This course is designed to prepare students for careers in
the food and fiber industry. Students will learn, reinforce, apply, and transfer their knowledge in a scientific setting.
Materials fee may be required for this course.
Floral Design
Prerequisites: None
In this course, students will learn the basics of making floral arrangements. This is a lab-based class where students
will be making arrangements from Homecoming Mums to Holiday centerpieces. Students will learn skills to not only
design but to operate a floral retail store and how to design for major events such as weddings, funerals, and
conventions. This course will meet Fine Arts credit requirements.
Professional Standards in Agribusiness (Ag. Leadership)
Prerequisites: Principals of Agriculture; Application Required
This course will prepare students for careers in agribusiness systems. Students will attain skills related to leadership
development and the workplace, and develop knowledge and skills regarding agricultural career opportunities,
agricultural industry expectations and agriculture research. This course primarily focuses on leadership building,
communication, and problem solving, as they relate to agribusiness.
Ag Mechanics & Metal Technologies (Formerly Intro. To Welding)
Prerequisites: None
Agriculture and Metal Technologies is designed to develop an understanding of agricultural mechanics as it relates to
safety and skills in tool operation, electrical wiring, plumbing, carpentry, fencing, concrete and metal working
techniques. This course will go over safety, basic operation of power tools, woodworking, and metal working tools. To
prepare for careers in agricultural power, structural, and technical systems, students must attain academic and
technical skills and knowledge regarding career opportunities, entry requirements, industry certification and
expectations. (Students will have the opportunity to attain the OSHA Certification.)
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AG Structures Design and Fabrication (Formerly Welding I)
Prerequisites: Ag Mechanics & Metal Technologies or Principles of Construction
In Agricultural Design and Fabrication, students will explore career opportunities, entry requirements, and industry
certification. Students will learn necessary skills for mastery of welding, agricultural power, structural, and
technical systems. To prepare for careers in mechanized agriculture and technical systems, students must attain
knowledge and skills related to agricultural structures design and fabrication. Students can expect to learn how to
individually, and in groups, prepare project plans, presentation materials, and presentations. The students will
prepare their projects for competitions as well as exploring the business model of building and selling their projects.
Ag Power Systems 2 Credits (Formerly Welding II)
Prerequisites: Ag Mechanics and Metal Technologies
This course is designed to develop an understanding of agricultural mechanics as it relates to safety and skills in tool
operation, small and large power systems and metal working techniques. To prepare for careers in agricultural
power, structural, and technical systems, students must attain academic skills and knowledge related to agriculture
systems in the workplace
Practicum in Agriculture (Animal Science or Mechanics Pathways)2 Credits
Prerequisites: Application Required
This practicum course is a paid or unpaid capstone experience for students participating in a coherent sequence of
career and technical education courses in the Agriculture, Food, and Natural Resources cluster. The practicum is
designed to give students supervised practical application of knowledge and skills. Practicum experiences can occur
in a variety of locations appropriate to the nature and level of experiences such as employment, independent study,
internships, assistantships, mentorships, or laboratories. Materials fee may be required for this course.
CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY
COURSE KEY
8PAC
1ADF
8CT
8CT2
8PC

STATE ID#
1300422000
13002300
13005100
13005200
13005250

COURSE
Principles of Construction
AG Structures Design & Fabrication
Construction Technology I
Construction Technology II
Practicum in Construction

GRADE
9-12
10-12
10-12
11-12
12

CREDIT
1.0
1.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

Principles of Construction
Prerequisites: None
An introductory course that explores the careers and skills associated with the construction industry. Students can
expect the following concepts and activities to be covered in this course: tool use, power tool use, construction plan
drawing/reading, construction math, and construction and design industry career exploration. Construction lab
skills will include construction of a hand tool project, construction of power tool project, and architectural design
and drafting project. Students will have the opportunity to attain the OSHA Certification.
AG Structures Design & Fabrication
Prerequisites: Principles of Construction or Ag Mechanics and Metal Technologies
This course covers the “dry in” stage of home building. Students can expect the following concepts and activities
covered in this course: hand and power tool use review (if needed), plot plans and site layout, foundation plans and
concrete, wall framing, windows and doors, exterior coverings and brick masonry, roof and ceiling framing, and
roofing applications.
Construction Technology I
Prerequisites: Principles of Construction
This course covers the plumbing, electrical, cabinetry and project management process of home building. Students
can expect the following concepts and activities to be covered in this course: plumbing plans and codes, plumbing
tools, materials and fixtures, electrical plans and codes, electrical tools, materials and fixtures, cabinetry design and
shop plans, and cabinetry hardwoods and materials.
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Construction Technology II
Prerequisites: Construction Technology I
Students will build on the knowledge from Construction Tech I and are introduced to exterior and interior finish
out skills.
Practicum in Construction
Prerequisites: Application Required
Practicum in Construction Management is an occupationally specific course designed to provide classroom
technical instruction or on-the-job training experiences. Safety and career opportunities are included in addition to
work ethics and job-related study in the classroom.

HOSPITALITY & TOURISM
COURSE KEY

STATE ID#

COURSE

GRADE

CREDIT

3PH
3TT
3HM
3HS
3PHOS

13022200
13022500
13022300
13022800
13022900

Principles of Hospitality & Tourism
Travel & Tourism Management
Hotel Management
Hospitality Services
Practicum in Hospitality Services

9-12
10-12
10-12
12
12

1.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
2.0

Principles of Hospitality & Tourism
Prerequisites: None
Students will gain an understanding that personal success in the Hospitality & Tourism industry depends on
personal effort by demonstrating a proactive understanding of self-responsibility and self-management, explain the
characteristics of personal values and principles, display positive attitudes and good work habits, develop strategies
for achieving accuracy and organizational skills. Students will also practice personal management by developing
time management, decision making, and prioritizing skills by working independently and in group hospitality and
tourism focused projects.
Travel & Tourism Management
Prerequisites: Principles of Hospitality & Tourism
This course incorporates management principles and procedures of the travel and tourism industry as well as
destination geography, airlines, international travel, cruising, travel by rail, lodging, recreation, amusements,
attractions, and resorts. Employment qualifications and opportunities are also included in this course. Students are
encouraged to participate in extended learning experiences such as career and technical student organizations and
other leadership or extracurricular organizations.
Hotel Management
Prerequisites: Principles of Hospitality & Tourism
Students will study the lodging industry including hotels and resorts and will gain insight into different departments
within a hotel such as front desk, food and beverage, housekeeping, maintenance, human resources, and accounting.
Students will learn about the daily operations of a well-managed hotel. Hotel Management students will plan and
design their own hotel guest room collaborating with the Engineering classes. Students will have the opportunity to
earn nationally recognized industry certification(s).
Hospitality Services – 2 Credits
Prerequisites: Hotel Management or Travel & Tourism Management
The course allows opportunities for students to learn through classroom instruction during this 1st year course.
Students will develop employability skills, job-specific skills related to individual training plan, communication
skills, and career portfolio development. The goal of the program is to prepare hospitality students with a variety of
skills for a fast paced workplace as well as prepare students for post-secondary and career success.
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Practicum in Hospitality Services - 2 Credits
Prerequisites: Hospitality Services
Practicum in Hospitality Services is the 2nd year program for students interested in a hospitality industry
internship. The course allows opportunities for students to learn through both classroom instruction and interning
at a local hotel or other hospitality related business. Students will develop employability skills, job-specific skills
related to individual training plan, communication skills, and career portfolio development. The goal of the program
is to prepare hospitality students with a variety of skills for a fast-paced workplace as well as prepare students for
post-secondary and career success. Students must provide their own transportation to and from field sites.
ARTS, A/V TECHNOLOGY & COMMUNICATIONS
COURSE KEY
7PAV
7GD1
7GD2
7AVP1
7AVP2
7PPIT
7PAVT
YBK1/2/3
INDJOU

STATE ID#
13008200
13008800
13008900
13008500
13008600
13009805
13008710
03230110
/20/30
03231000

COURSE
Principles of Audio/Video Technology
Graphic Design & Illustration I
Graphic Design & Illustration II
Audio Visual Production I
Audio Visual Production II
Practicum in Printing & Imaging Technology
Practicum in Audio/Video Technology
Yearbook I/II/III
Independent Study in Journalism

GRADE
9-12
10-12
11-12
10-12
11-12
11-12
11-12

CREDIT
1.0
1.0
2.0
1.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

9-12
11-12

1.0
Eac
1.0
h

Principles of Audio/Video (AV) Technology
Prerequisites: None
Students will build a basic foundation of pre-production, production and post-production techniques. They
will develop skills using cameras, microphones, and industry-standard design, production and post-production
software. Through guided practice and projects, they will explore individual expression, practice teamwork, and
learn how to critically analyze their work to further their artistic growth.
Graphic Design & Illustration I
Prerequisites: None

This course is a study in the use of various types of media ranging from traditional drawing to electronic
equipment to generate traditional art forms and visual special effects. Students will use skills and
knowledge in a variety of applications such as commercial art and visual stimulations. Students will use
programs that are used in the graphic design field. Students will work in Adobe Photoshop and Adobe InDesign and
be introduced to Adobe Illustrator.
Graphic Design & Illustration II
Prerequisites: Graphic Design I
This course is an advanced study in the use of various types of media focusing on the use of electronic equipment to
create commercial art used in the advertising and promotions industry. Students will focus their study through
several “real world” projects involving design and presentation to meet client needs. Students will use programs that
are used in the graphic design field. Students will work in Adobe Photoshop and Adobe InDesign and be introduced
to Adobe Illustrator. They will also prepare to take at least one professional certification exam.
Audio Visual Production I
Prerequisites: Principles of AV Technology
This course further explores audio and visual production, including introductions to sound editing and
video/graphic editing programs. Students can also expect hands-on training with and use of A/V Studio equipment
to produce live and recorded video. Projects in this course include entertainment program production, capturing
class and campus events, and independent creative projects.
Audio Visual Production II
Prerequisites: Audio Video Production I
Students will develop an advanced understanding of pre-production, production, and post-production techniques,
including advanced videography, screenwriting, editing and special effects. Projects in this class include producing
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community- based projects, UIL competition films, and individual creative projects. A/V Production II students will
also prepare and test for the industry-standard Apple Final Cut Pro X Professional Certification.
Practicum in Audio Video Production
Prerequisites: Audio Video Production II
Careers in Audio Video Production span many different industries. Within this context, in addition to developing
technical knowledge and skills through independent creative projects, students will develop an understanding of
career opportunities available to them by completing A/V “internal internships” for local businesses. These students
will also complete a digital portfolio and demo reel to showcase their work to institutions of higher learning and
potential employers.
Yearbook I
Prerequisites: None
Yearbook is a course that specifically addresses the multifaceted needs of the yearbook student by introducing
him/her to all phases of yearbook production. Students will learn content around audience and function, theme
development, section development, reporting and writing, headlines, photos and captions, design, graphics. Money
matters and distribution. Student performance-oriented activities will be required as part of the course. These
activities have been formulated to not only reinforce the theory of yearbook journalism, but to actually promote the
production of the current yearbook. Students enrolled in this course will be responsible for producing the school’s
yearbook.
Yearbook II, III, and Independent Study in Journalism
Prerequisites: Application Required
Yearbook is a course that specifically addresses the multifaceted needs of the yearbook student by introducing
him/her to all phases of yearbook production. Students will learn content around audience and function, theme
development, section development, reporting and writing, headlines, photos and captions, design, graphics, money
matters and distribution. Student performance-oriented activities will be required as part of the course. These
activities have been formulated to not only reinforce the theory of yearbook journalism, but to actually promote the
production of the current yearbook. Students enrolled in this course will be responsible for producing the school’s
yearbook. Students enrolled in this course will be responsible for producing the school’s yearbook and will use the
software programs Adobe Photoshop, InDesign, and Illustrator. These software tools are used by professionals.

BUSINESS
COURSE KEY
2BIM
2BM
2MM
2DS
2ACCT1
2ENT
STATS
2PBM

STATE ID#
13011400
13012100
13016200
13024300
13016600
13034400
13016900
13012200

COURSE
Business Information Management I
Business Management
Money Matters
Dollars & Sense
Accounting I
Entrepreneurship
Statistics and Business Decision Making
Practicum in Business Management I

GRADE
9-12
10-12
10-12
10-12
10-12
10-12
12
12

CREDIT
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.5
1.0
1.0
1.0
2.0

Business Information Management I
Prerequisites: None
Students implement personal and interpersonal skills to strengthen individual performance in the workplace and in
society. Students apply technical skills to, create word-processing documents, develop spreadsheets, formulate
databases, as well as create and animate electronic presentations using Microsoft’s Office - software. These skills will
assist students in making a successful transition to the postsecondary education and the workforce.
Money Matters
Prerequisites: Business Information Management I (Recommended)
Students will investigate many different aspects money management from a personal financial perspective.
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Students apply critical thinking skills to analyze financial options based on current and projected economic factors.
Students will also look at the financial aspects of paying for college, choosing a career, becoming an entrepreneur,
and get interview and job-searching tips. Students will gain knowledge and skills necessary to budget, spend wisely,
and set long term financial goals based on those options. Students will explore investment, tax planning, asset
allocation, risk management, retirement planning, and estate planning. Recommended for students grades 9-12 from
any career track.
Dollars & Sense - .5 Credit
Prerequisites: None
Students will investigate many different aspects money management from a personal financial perspective.
Students apply critical thinking skills to analyze financial options based on current and projected economic factors.
Students will also look at the financial aspects of paying for college, choosing a career, becoming an entrepreneur,
and get interview and job-searching tips. Students will gain knowledge and skills necessary to budget, spend wisely,
and set long term financial goals based on those options. Students will explore investment, tax planning, asset
allocation, risk management, retirement planning, and estate planning. Recommended for students grades 9-12 from
any career track.
Accounting
Prerequisites: Business Information Management I (Recommended)
Students will engage in classifying, recording, and summarizing a business's financial transactions as well as analyze
financial data for use in management decision making. Students will learn about debits and credits, the difference in
liabilities and assets, apply, accounting concepts, explore careers within Accounting, and implement all parts of the
accounting cycle for both a small service business and large merchandising corporation. This is an excellent first
year course that lays the foundation for future accounting coursework in college.
Entrepreneurship
Prerequisites: Business Information Management I (Recommended)
In Entrepreneurship, students will learn about ownership, business plans, financing, marketing, etc. - some of the
skills necessary to run their own business. However, being an entrepreneur is not just about the skills, it is also
about the passion. Students will investigate individuals who are "risk-takers" and have become successful
businessmen and women. They will examine the traits of these innovative individuals and try to determine if
they possess similar characteristics. Entrepreneurship will provide students with an interesting introduction to
launching and owning their own business.
Statistics & Business Information Decision Making
Prerequisites: Algebra II
Students will use mathematical models to ask intelligent questions about the world. Students will learn how to
determine the reliability of information they are given in the business world as well as society and will learn techniques
to question "conventional wisdom." Students will achieve this by focusing on probability and patterns to analyze data
and make predictions. This class also meets the 4 th year of math requirement.
Practicum in Business Management – 2 Credits
Prerequisites: Application Required
The Practicum is designed to give students supervised practical application of previously studied knowledge
and skills. Students implement personal and interpersonal skills to strengthen individual performance in the
workplace and in society and to make a successful transition to the workforce or postsecondary education. Students
incorporate a broad base of knowledge that includes the legal, managerial, marketing, financial, ethical, and
international dimensions of business to make appropriate business decisions.
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HEALTH SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY
COURSE KEY
4PHS
4HST
MICRO
PATHO
AP
4CNA
4PHARM
4EMT

STATE ID#
13020200
13020400
12112140
12112150
12112130
13020410
13020500
13020500

COURSE
Principles of Health Science
Health Science Theory
Medical Microbiology
Pathophysiology
Anatomy & Physiology
Health Science Practicum - CNA
Health Science Practicum -Pharmacology
Health Science Practicum – EMT

GRADE
9-12
10-12
11-12
11-12
11-12
11-12
12
12

CREDIT
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
1.0
2.0

Principles of Health Science
Prerequisites: None
Designed to develop health-care-specific knowledge and skills in effective communications, ethical and legal
responsibilities, client care, safety, first aid, and CPR; this course prepares the student for the transition to clinical
or work-based experiences in health care.
Medical Microbiology
Prerequisites: Biology and Chemistry
Student will study the relationships of microorganisms to wellness and disease. They develop knowledge and
skills related to disease prevention by learning the chain of infection, asepsis, and standard precautions.
Pathogenic and nonpathogenic organisms will be identified to assist in the understanding of specific diseases,
causative agents, and treatment options.
Pathophysiology
Prerequisites: Biology and Chemistry
Students study disease processes and how humans are affected. Emphasis is placed on prevention and treatment of
diseases. Students will differentiate between normal and abnormal physiology.
Anatomy and Physiology
Prerequisites: Biology and 1 additional science credit.
Recommended prerequisite: a course from the Health Science Career Cluster
This course covers the structure and function of the human body, from the molecular level through organ
systems. Laboratories will include work with microscopes, dissections, and physiology exercises. This course is
designed for students who: 1) are seeking additional experience in biology, specifically in regards to the human
body; 2) are planning a career in the medical or allied health fields; 3) are planning to major in biology in college.
Health Science Theory
Prerequisites: Principles of Health Science
Designed to extend knowledge gained in Principal of Health Science with specific emphasis on healthcare worker
skills in a classroom setting and medical terminology. Emphasis is also placed on therapeutic communication and
leadership/teamwork skills. Opportunity is provided for OSHA General Healthcare certification, as well as
certification in BLS (healthcare provider CPR). This results in students who are well prepared to enter the Practicum
in Health Science course.
Practicum - Pharmacology
Prerequisites: For Class of 2018 and 2019: Principles of Health Science; Application Required / For Class of 2020 and
Beyond: Health Science Theory; Application Required
This course provides students with knowledge and skills in the study of pharmacological agents. This course will
provide Pharmacy Technician certification opportunity if taken during the senior year. The certifications will also
prepare students for post-secondary studies in any health care profession. Students will be able to demonstrate skills
and knowledge through state and national contests associated with HOSA.
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Practicum – EMT – 2 Credits
Prerequisites: For Class of 2018 and 2019: Principles of Health Science; Application Required / For Class of 2020 and
Beyond: Health Science Theory; Application Required
EMT-Basic classes prepare the student for certification as a Nationally Registered Emergency Medical Technician
- Basic with the National Registry of Emergency Medical Technicians. Once a student successfully completes
requirements for National Registry, he or she then may become certified by the Texas Department of State Health
Services EMS Division as an EMT-B upon graduation from high school. Some hours outside of the school day will
be required. EMT is a College Level Course.
Practicum – CNA - 2 Credits
Prerequisites: For Class of 2018 and 2019: Principles of Health Science; Application Required / For Class of 2020 and
Beyond: Health Science Theory; Application Required
Designed to provide for the development of multi-occupational knowledge and skills related to a wide variety of
health careers; students will have hands-on experiences through visiting healthcare facilities around the
community. Students must have their own transportation. Students will have the opportunity to prepare for the
Certified Nurse Aide exam. The certification will also prepare students for post-secondary studies in any healthcare
field.
HUMAN SERVICES
COURSE KEY
3PHS
3CD
3CG
3CG2

STATE ID#
13024200
13024700
13024800
13025005

COURSE
Principles of Human Services
Child Development
Child Guidance I
Child Guidance II

GRADE
9-12
10-12
11-12
12

CREDIT
1.0
1.0
2.0
2.0

Principles of Human Services
Prerequisites: None
Come explore the endless career opportunities that Family and Consumer Sciences have to offer! This is the
introductory course to the following pathways: Human Services (Child Guidance), Hospitality & Tourism, and
education and Training. Throughout the year students will be introduced to the basics in each one of these areas by
discovering what makes children tick, nutrition, how to effectively communicate and interact with others, decision
making and goal setting, and developing employability skill, just to name a few.
Child Development
Prerequisites: Principles Human Services
Interested in a career working with children? You might be interested in exploring what makes children “tick.”
This lab class teaches knowledge and skills relating to a child’s growth and development from prenatal through
school age. You will explore ways to promote the well-being and healthy development of children.
Child Guidance I - 2 Credits
Prerequisites: Child Development and application
Have you thought about a career working with preschool children? This may be the class for you! This is a lab class
that addresses the knowledge and skills related to child growth and guidance equipping students to develop
positive relationship with children and effective caregiver skills. Students will have the opportunity to apply the
skills learned in a local daycare.
Child Guidance II – 2 Credits
Prerequisites: Child Guidance I; Application Required
This class allows you to learn even more about careers in working with preschool age children. Students will receive
classroom instruction and will work under the supervision of exemplary educators in directly working with
children in preschool. Students will learn to plan and present individualized instruction and group activities,
prepare instructional material, develop materials for educational environments and complete other
responsibilities of teachers as well.
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
COURSE KEY
6PIT
6CP
6CM
6TELE
6CT
6CSA

STATE ID#
13027200
13027600
13027300
13027400
13027500
A3580100

COURSE
Principles of Information Technology
Computer Programming I
Computer Maintenance
Networking
Computer Technician Lab
AP Computer Science A

GRADE
9-12
10-12
10-12
11-12
12
11-12

CREDIT
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
1.0

6CP2

13027700

Computer Programming II

11-12

1.0

Principles of Information Technology
Prerequisites: None
This course is a general overview of Information Technology. This course will introduce the student to computer
hardware, system and application software, networking and telecommunications, programming, database
technology, word processing, spreadsheet, presentation software, and web page design basics.
Computer Programming I
Prerequisites: Principles of Information Technology
Students acquire knowledge of structured programming techniques and concepts appropriate to developing
executable programs and creating appropriate documentation.
Computer Maintenance
Prerequisites: Principles of Information Technology
Students acquire principles of computer maintenance, including electrical and electronic theory, computer
hardware principles, and broad level components related to the installation, diagnosis, service, and repair of
computer systems. This course could lead to Comp TIA A+ Certification.
Networking
Prerequisites: Computer Maintenance
Students develop knowledge of the concepts and skills related to telecommunications and data networking
technologies and practices in order to apply them to personal or career development. This course could lead to Comp
TIA Network+ Certification.
Computer Technician Lab – 2 Credits
Prerequisites: Networking
Students gain knowledge and skills in the area of computer technologies, including advanced knowledge of
electrical and electronic theory, computer principles, and components related to the installation, diagnosis, service,
and repair of computer-based technology systems.
AP Computer Science A
Prerequisites: Recommended: Computer Programming I, Algebra II (can be taken concurrently);
PreAP/AP Contract required to be signed by Parents/Guardian and Student
This course continues the study of computer programming using the Java language. Object oriented programming
and class design will be studied in depth. Topics include 2D arrays, searching and sorting algorithms, and recursion.
Social and ethical ramifications of computers in society will also be addressed. Programming assignments will,
in general, be more extensive, and include the use of case studies. This course is intended for students who want
to pursue careers in computer science, mathematics, engineering, or science. This college level course prepares
students for the AP Computer Science A exam. This course may qualify as a fourth mathematics credit towards
graduation. AP Computer Science A is a college level course.
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Computer Programming II
Prerequisites: AP Computer Science A
Students expand their knowledge and skills in structured programming techniques and concepts by addressing more
complex problems and developing comprehensive programming solutions. Students analyze the social responsibility
of business and industry regarding the significant issues relating to environment, ethics, health, safety, and diversity
in society and in the workplace as it relates to computer programming. Students apply technical skills to
address business applications of emerging technologies.

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING AND MATHEMATICS
COURSE KEY
5CE
5ED1
5ED1A
5 ROB
5EDP
5STEM

STATE ID#
13036200
13036500
13036500
13037000
13037300
13037400

COURSE
Principles of Applied Engineering
Engineering Design & Presentation I
Engineering Design & Pres I – Aeroscience
Robotics
Engineering Design & Problem Solving
Practicum in STEM

GRADE
9-12
10-12
10-12
11-12
12
12

CREDIT
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
2.0

Principles of Applied Engineering
Prerequisites: None
This course covers the design process of structures and mechanical devices as they relate to the residential Structure.
Students will also research and explore the careers related to the engineering profession. Classroom concepts
covered in this course include basic manual drafting techniques, the design and problem solving process,
mechanical engineering design principles, structural engineering design principles, civil engineering design
principles, and engineering career exploration. Lab skills include the design and construction of a tower structure,
the design and construction of a mechanical device, and the design and construction of an energy system.
Engineering Design & Presentation I
Prerequisites: Algebra I, Principles of Applied Engineering
This course is the beginning study in problem solving using principles of engineering, invention and innovation.
Students can expect exploration in structural, mechanical and electronic engineering disciplines. The classroom
content will be rigorous and lab experiences will be project based with required presentations. Students can expect
the following classroom concepts and lab activities: applied Physics and Math, mechanical engineering principles,
structural engineering principles, electrical engineering principles, design and problem solving processes, manual
technical drafting, and project presentation techniques. This course cannot be taken if student has taken Engineering
Design & Presentation 1 – Aeroscience.
Engineering Design & Presentation I – Aeroscience
Prerequisites: Algebra I, Principles of Applied Engineering
The Aeroscience curriculum is endorsed by NASA and certified by the Space Foundation. The course is a handon, project-based engineering and technology program in Aeroscience studies. Students will design and develop
remotely operated vehicles and unmanned aerial vehicles, with the main challenge/project being to launch an
aerial vehicle capable of carrying a 1-pound payload to an altitude of 1 mile. This course cannot be taken if student
has taken Engineering Design & Presentation 1.
Robotics
Prerequisites: Principles of Applied Engineering
Students will develop skills in mechanical design (CAD), and construction as they work in teams to build and
operate simple and complex robotic devices. Students will explore usage of robotics in modern business and
industry and examine how robotic devices are affecting society and shaping culture. Students will apply
concepts learned in physical science and physics classes to mechanical devices. Students will learn how to operate
the FANUC Industrial Robotic Controller and have the opportunity to become a certified FANUC operator.
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Engineering Design & Problem Solving
Prerequisites: Engineering Design & Presentation I
Engineering design is the creative process of solving problems by identifying needs and then devising solutions. This
solution may be a product, technique, structure, process, or many other things depending on the problem. Science
aims to understand the natural world, while engineering seeks to shape this world to meet human needs and wants.
Engineering design takes into consideration limiting factors or "design under constraint." Various engineering
disciplines address a broad spectrum of design problems using specific concepts from the sciences and mathematics
to derive a solution. This course can count towards as a science credit.
Practicum in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics – 2 Credits
Prerequisites: Engineering Design & Presentation I
The practicum is designed to give students supervised practical application of previously studied knowledge and
skills. Practicum experiences can occur in a variety of locations appropriate to the nature and level of experience. The
student demonstrates professional standards as required by business and industry. The student applies concepts of
critical thinking and problem solving. The student demonstrates leadership and teamwork skills in collaborating with
others to accomplish goals and objectives.
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